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Bernalillo and Mora Have Gain Aviator Will Meet Kaiserin
ed and Torrance Have Lost
Victoria Fifty Miles
in Population.
Out at Sea.

The Republioan conference yesterday afternoon wrestled with the partial report of the Committee on Education and the question of- saparate
schools for Caucasians and Negroes
again caused a lively discussion. The
section in question was amended so
s
that in districts where upon
majority the people decide to establish a separate school for negroes, the
school so established shall offer the
same facilities and have the same
length of term as the school for Caucasians.
The Bernalillo county delegation reserved its right to vote
against the section when it comes up
on the floor of the convention.
Forenoon Session.
The convention was primed for
business, when President Charles A.
Spiess called it to order at 10:30 a.
m. Rev. Julius Hartman led in pray
er. Despite the protest of E. D. Titt-mathe reading of the journal was
upon motion of M. L. Stern dispensed
with.
A memorial for state-wid- e
prohibi
tion from the W. C. T. U. of Quay
county, was presented by E. F. Sax-

Governor Mills today appointed
Franklin G. Snow, of Carlsbad, Eddy
county, a notary public.
School Census.
Bernalillo county has corrected its
school census figures so that they are
7686 against 7683 last last year. Torrance county reports 2560 against 2S39
laBt year, and Mora
county 4429
against 4319 last year.
District Court.
In district court today, Judge John
R. McFIe resumed the hearing of the
case against the Taos Valley Land
Company, involving a petition for appointment of a receiver.

two-third-

on.

The Committee on Ways and Means
reported against the printing of a
daily report, in favor of paying a
stenographer on convention business
in the office of the territorial secretary during the first fifteen days and
in favor of printing 100,000 copies of
the constitution, on which it had asked
bids. The report was adopted.
on
The report of the Committee
County and Municipal
Corporations
was presented and ordered printed.
Resolution No. 24 by Jose D. Sena
directing the Committee on Ways and
Means to purchase sufficient parchment bond paper for the engraving
of two copies of the constitution was
adopted unanimously after G. E. Mof-fehad objected to the cost at this
time. He believes that the constitution should not be engrossed until it
has been approved; by the President
and that then the legislature would
pay for it.
On motion of M. L. Stern, the convention went into committee of the
whole, to consider the report of the
Committee on Executive Department.
E. A. Miera was called to the chair
and presided very ably.
G. A. Richardson moved to substitute section 1 of the Minority Report
for Section 1 of the Article as recommended by the majority. The minority report provided for a secretary of
internal affairs, and also that the commissioner of public lands be elective.
The minority report on this section
was rejected by a party vote.
F. H. Winston and J, L. Lawson
offered an amendment to except the
superintendent of public instruction
from the clause preventing state offi
cers from succeeding themselves but
withdrew the amendment when in- 3
would be
formed that Section
amended to that effect.
Section 1, was then amended
by
including the commissioner of public
lanus among m3 elective uinceis.
Section 2 was amended by striking
out a repetition of a phrase in Section 1. In considering this section, It
became apparent that several of the
amendments offered were at cross
purposes and a recess was declared
for the purpose of an Informal discussion.
The recess resulted in H. O. Bur-suoffering another amendment to
Section 1, exempting the superintendent of public Instruction and commissioner of public lands from the restriction as to succeeding himself.
The amendment was adopted after
a verbal change suggested by J. G.
Fitch. H. O. Bursum moved to change
the words general assembly to
ture in section 1 and wherever else
the words appear. The motion carried
and Section 1 as amended was adopted unanimously.
H. O. Bursum moved that Sections
2 and 3 be stricken
out. This also
carried with only one vote in the negative.
Election Canvassing Board.
H. O. Bursum offered an amendment
to Section 4, making the chief justice,
the secretary of state, the governor,
m

the canvassing board, foT state elections instead of the legislature as
originally provided.
G. A. Richardson asked whether the
gentlemen of the majority had lost
faith In the representatives of the
people. H. O. Bursum aptly retorted
that New Mexico does not intend to
have a Goebel affair, such as disgraced the Democratic state of Kentucky., The amendment, carried and
the section as amended was adopted.
T. B. Catron offered iin amendment
to make the superintendent of public instruction an appointive officer.
He was declared out of order as Section 1, as adopted already provided
that this office should be elective. It
looked for a moment as if there would
be a clash between Chairman Miera
and Mr. Catron, the latter Insisting
upon offering the amendment at this
(Continued on Page Eight.)
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SOME OF THE PRANKS
OF DAN CUPID.
People Are Not Happy Until Married
and Unhappy Until They are
Divorced.

Sterling, 111., Nov. 3. Jacob Meyers, a wealthy farmer 82 years old,
and Miss Ellen Kraft, 48 years old,
eloped and were married.
Meyers' son, 60 years old, objected
to the marriage. The bridegroom has
three great grandchildren.
Bride and Groom Suicide.
New York, Nov. 3. A suicide agreement between a despondent young
couple of this city and carried into
at. least a party successful execution,
was revealed when a relative of Mr.
and Mrs. Paul Torrea broke Into their
rooms. Torrea was found dead in bed
and his wife partly overcome by gas
and a wound in her wrist. They were
married two weeUs ag0
Lived With His Wife One Day.
Denver, Colo., Nov. 3. B. G. White,
aged 28, who was arrested by officers

from Magistrate Gavin's court a week
ago on a charge of nonsupport,
brought by his bride, and later released upon his promise to pay her $7
a week, was rearrested yesterday and
sentenced to the county jail for sixty
days for trying to evade the court's
orders.
White was married to Miss Marie
Fink, 4121 Eliot street, on September
6, and after a few weeks left her
and took up his abode with a former
sweetheart, according to testimony
given at the first hearing.
After White's release he lived with
his wife one day. Yesterday Magistrate Gavin ordered him to pay $7
a week for her support anld placed
him under a $200 bond to carry out the
court's order. Failing to secure this,
he was locked up.
Mrs. Emma Wickstrom obtained a
divorce from Henry Wickstrom in the
county court on the ground of cruelty
and of failure to' support her. The
29,
couple were married December
1892, and formerly lived at 114 Delaware street.
Lewis J. McDonald, who says his
wfe Metta, deserted him a year ago,
has filed suit for divorce. He was
married May 22, 1903.
PULLMAN CAR GOES
UP IN SMOKE.

Passenger Who Boarded Train at
Is Killed

by Accident

Near Texhora.

El Paso, Texas, Nov. 3. The Pullman car Zuera, attached to a Rock Island train which left Dalhart, Texas,
last night was burned this morning
while the train was nearlng Texhora,
as the result, of a gaB explosion. One
passenger, H. h, Travis, of Huron, S.
D., who hoarded the train at Tucum-car- i
was burned to death.

Speaker

and

n. mice, ueiegate irom
nuii.
Eddy county is a member of the firm
of Bujac & Brlce, attorneys at law in
Carlsbad. He was born in Texas in
1870, and was educated in the schools
of that state. He is descended for
ancestry who came from Somh Carolina where they had lived for many
generations.
his
Having completed
more specifically literary education,
Mr. Brice took up the study of law in
Memphis, Texas, and practiced before
the bar of that state from 1893.
Locating in Memphis he followed
his chosen profession in the Panhandle until 1899 when he removed
to
Blooming Grove, where he engaged
in the banking business.
Ill health led him to seek a change
of climate and in May 1903 he moved
to Carlsbad.
There he entered into
partnership with Captain E. P. Bujac
and the firm of Bujac & Brice has
since continued in artive practice at

the bar of

Kddy county and the Territory. They are attorneys for the
Pecos Irrigation Company and practice quite extensively in the courts of
New Mexico and of Texas, important
litigation being intrusted to them. He
was elected to the House of the Legislative Assembly and made a brilliant record in legislative halls.
Mr. Brice is considered a lawyer of
great power, eloquence, correct and
discriminating in his analysis, logical
in his deductions and clear in his
reasoning and he has won many notable triumphs before court and jury.
He leaped into fame at the close of
the last legislative session, when, although a member of the Democratic
minority, he succeeded in securing a
handsome additional appropriation for
the New Mexico Military Institute after the committee had refused to recommend it and the order had gone
forth that no more additions were to
be made to the appropriation bill.
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Lonely Match Probably Saved Him
From Freezing to Death While
Out Deer Hunting.

YORK

EXPECTS

PEACE ViLLflOARIS HflTESFQRElGNERS

!

New Orleans, La., Nov. 3. Telegrams receivd last night confirm the
Associated Press dispatches of a rev- -

Chicago, 111., Nov. 3.JThe number of
police reserved for riot duty in the
garment workers strike was doubled
today, owing to the turbulence yesterday. ""'The strikers seem to be gainsaid Inspector
ing everywhere,"
Healy, 'and we have found it a great
task to send mounted policemen to
handle the mobs. The metlioa of tne
strikers is a clever one and we have
found it impossible to prevent their
pickets from getting into the shops
which in my districts have alrea'y
lost two thirdB of their employes."
New York Strike Near Settlement.
New York, Nov. 3. The movement for a settlement of the strike of
the express companies' drivers which
has tied up the express business in
and around New York for a week, took
a definite form today with the an-

outbreak at
Amapala,
Honduras.
It is believed that the
United States will within the next few
days take an active part in ousting
'
Jose Valladares, the leader of the rebellion, from his entrenched position
on the little island of Amapala. Valladares is noted for his hatred of foreigners. He has several hundred followers and a number of modern machine guns. Valladares has announced that he had named his dog "Taft"
in order to show his contempt for the
American government,
j
Martial Law Declared.
Washington, D. C, Nov. 3 Martial
law has been declared in Honduras as
the direct result of the revolution of
Jose Valladares, the deposed commander of Amapala, according to
cable advices to the state department
today. The port of Amapala has been
closed and the island is in a state of
siege.
Uncle Sam May Take Hand.
Washington, D. C, Nov. 3. A United States gunboat is in the harbor at
Amapala ready to take a hand in the
revolution at the first sign of hostilty
towards foreigners. President Davila
is preparing to send an armed force
against Valladares and in the event of
the government's failure to restore order on the island, the United States
probably may be asked to interfere.
The commander of the Princeton has
liberal to
instructions sufficiently
meet any situation that arises.
jolutionary
i

:
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A lonely match, just a pin head of
sulphur and a couple of inches of
fragile wood, was probably what saved
Forest Supervisor Thomas Stewart, of
the Pecos forest, from freezing to
death the other night.
Details of Mr. Stewart's narrow escape were brought by rangers who nouncement that the representatives
came to the city this week on busi- of the companies and the men meet
ness at the local office in the federal this afternoon. It is believed that
It appears that Mr. Stew- each side enter the conference with a
building.
art was out deer hunting and dark- willingness to concede something and
ness overtook him. He continued in the prospects are bright for a settlepursuit of a fleet footed animal when ment before night fall.
suddenly he lost his footing and fell
Chicago Strike May Spread.
tn iha Pppno '
infn TTnrco Tlifof
Chicago, 111., Nov. 3. There are
forest. He was drenched to the skin possibilities of the strike of the garand soon the wet clothes began to ment workers of Chicago, involving
freeze, numbing him. Cramps set in more than 40,000 workers, extending
and his hands and arms were prac- to New York,
Philadelphia and Cintically paralyzed.
cinnati. President Norton of the ChiWith a mighty effort Mr. Stewart, cago Council of United Garment
who is usually strong, managed to get Workers said today that he had reahis right hand into one of his pockets son to believe that the Chicago tailin which was a solitary match. Then ors are sending garments to those
brushing together some leaves with cities to be made up. These reports
his foot he finally managed to light are being investigated and if found
them and the welcome blaze soon true, the strike probably will be exthawed him out and he was able to tended unless the local trouble is setget hack to camp, but it took many tled.
hours to do so.
All of the forest rangers now swear SOUTHERN PACIFIC STATION
IS DYNAMITED.
by matches and see good reason to
carry them whether they smoke or
not, it is said.
Explosive Is Thrown by Two Men
Who are Seen Running Away
D. & R. G. FIREMEN WILL
From Depot but Make Their

GET ADVANCE IN PAY.
Denver, Nov. 3. The board of ar-

bitration appointed to settled the wage
dispute between the firemen of the
Denver & Rio Grande railroad, and
the company filed its award with the
clerk of the federal court in Denver
today, and as a result, 800 firemen
and hostlers over the entire system
will receive an Increase In Wtees ap-- s
WeB as
proximating 10 per cenl,
shorter hours on certain runs, and
The
improved
working conditions.
report will not be officially made
public until November 6.

Omaha, Xeb., Nov. 3. Indictments
by the federal grand
jury
Wednesday against nine ranchmen of
western Nebraska were. made public
today. The indictments charge conspiracy by the defendants to drive
from their claims at the points of
guns homesteaders who took quarter
islature.
land under the
This disposition was manifested to sections of semi-arisome extent in the consideration of KInkaid homestead law.
Those indicted are Perry S. Yeast
the recall propositions and more
strongly in the Wills proposition for of Hyannis, Neb., his son, Frank W.
the protection of the livestock indus- Yeast. Iveslie E. Ballinger, M. C. Hub-beKmil Anderson, Willmot Z. Emertry, which was finally indefinitely
son, Harry Sutton, Boone B. Hawpostponed.
In the afternoon again the dispo thorne and Dr. Harry H. Huff.
Huff and Sutter are members oi the
sition came to the surface in the dis
cussion of recall propositions and a state insanity board, Yeast, one of
direct primary proposition which had the largest ranch owners in the state
been reported from committees and was convicted two years ago of
were taken up in the committee of the
securing title to homestead
land and paid a line and served a jail
whole.
In the afternoon an unexpectedly sentence.
There are four counts in the indictwarm debate arose over a propost-tion prohibiting legislatures from lim ments and the specific overt acts menfor tioned indicate an unusual frontier
iting the amount of damages
which an employer is liable for the condition.
as
According to the charges Yeast and
death or injury of an employe
the result of an accident in the course his associates carried their efforts so
of his employment and making null far as to secure the incarceration in
and void any contract or agreement the insane asylum at Hastings, Neb.,
by an employe releasing his employ- of one of their alleged victims.
When the Kinkaid homestead
er from liability in case of his injury
passed many persons went to
or death from an accident.
The judiciary committee had report- Grant, Banner, Harden, Cherry and
its other western Nebraska counties and
ed the proposition recommending
No opposition was offered took up quarter sections. The land is
adoption.
to the purpose of it but it quickly in the sand hills country but contains
began to suffer from amendment. In many fertile valleys.
Several big ranchers among them
and
order to make it more clear
consistent. Mr. Ellinwood moved that Yeast and his associates have heretoit be amended by substituting the fore depended on this valley land for
words, "any agreement made by any their hay and winter feeding and the
employe to waive'' for "any agree-- settling of the homesteaders was rement by an employe waiving." This sented.
The indictments charges that a band
amendment was adopted and in this
headed
form the measure was reported to the of about thirty persons
by
Yeast went to the homes of many of
convention.
When it was again taken up, Judge these homesteaders and by intimidation and threats forced them to leave
Baker expressed doubt about the protheir claims.
not
was
He
of
its
adoption.
priety
The specific case of C. J. Davasher
sum that it was a nroner constitu
tional Question, though he said he! is mentioned in detail. It is charged
would vote for It. Judge, Doe was that Yeast and the o'.ljer defendants
dissatisfied with it on the same accompanied by a band of cowboys
ground but he said he would vote visited Davasher's home destroyed his
buildings, broke up his machinery, cut
for it. It might be purely
legislative matter thought Mr. Bolan but his harness to pieces and in other
it was matter of so much importance ways maltreated him. Later, accordthat it should find a place in the con- ing to the Indictment, Yeast conspired with members of the county insanistitution.
ty board and secured Davasher's into
Mr. Franklin directed attention
the fact that the protection it was carceration in the asylum.
The insanity commissioners, it is
designed to afford, was limited to a
certain class, the employe himself alleged, went through a mock examiwhereas his family might be left nation, declared Davasher insane and
unprotected. Besides passengers trav- issued a warrant for his arrest. This
eling on railroads under certain con- was served and within an hour he was
ditions were required to waive their rushed off to the asylum without berights to recover from the company ing permitted the advice of counsel.
Davasher's case was brought to
in the case of death or personal inthe attention of the superintendent of
jury.
It was suggested by Mr. Klngan the institution. He at once decided
that Davasher was not insane and the latthat an amendmeut providing
ter was released through habeas cor"any contract or agreement to waive
the right, to recover damages shall pus proceedings.
According to an official of the intebe void" would meet the objection
raised by Mr. Franklin. Mr. Orme rior department the present indictand others. This suggestion came ment covers one of the most remarkafter the proposition as it had been able attempts at land grabbing which
amended had been agreed to by a has recently been brought to the atvote of 49 to 1. Regarding the sug- tention of the department. A letter
gestion of Mr. Kingan, Judge Baker written to President Taft by one of the
expressed doubt as to whether the victims is said to have caused the inproposition in that form would not vestigation which resulted in the ininterfere with the constitutional right dictments. A special grand jury was
of contract. The proposition was re summoned to consider the evidence.
Many thousand acres of grazing
ferred to the judiciary committee.
land is contained in the tracts in quesThe Recall.
The greater part of the morning tion.
session was given to the considera-tion of the recall proposition, a sub- - YAGNIS DESECRATE
stitute for the Weinberger measure
BODY OF GOVERNOR.
for the committee on Impeachment,
office.
executive and removal from
Remains of Rafael Ysabel Stolen
that recall proceed-This provided
From Grave in Cemetery at
ings may be instituted on a petition
Hermosillo, Mexico.
cent
of
the
twenty-fivper
signed by
a
votes cast for the office affected. The!
3.
Nov.
The rumor of
liisbee,
Ariz.,
officer sought to be recalled may stop the
theft of the body of former Govthe proceedings by resigning within ernor
Rafael Ysabel of Sonora from
five days. The officer, in case thej
the
at Hermosillo is persistrecall proceeds, may cause his name ent cemetery
but it is impossible of confirmato be placed on the ballot as a can- tion. The report is generally believed
didate and if he receives the highest on both sides
of the line however, as
number of votes he may retain his Ysabel
during the Yaqui uprisings
office.
If any subsequent proceedings
suppressed the Indians with an iron
are begun against him during his hand.
Vows of vengeance were made
must
guarantee!
term, the petitioner
by Yaquis which included a desecrathe expenses.
tion of Ysabel's body.
Proceedings cannot be begun
six
first
officer
the
an
during
against
months of his term excapt in the case PAULINE TAKES UP
HER DOMESTIC DUTIES.
of a member of the legislature who
may be attacked after the first five She is
Registered Holstein and Prodays.
vides Milk and Butter for
In a recall election, the ballot shall
White House Table.
contain a brief statement of the
a
brief
official
and
the
charges against
3.
Nov.
Pauline
Washington,
defense by him.
new
Two minority reports were submit- Wayne IIL the much talked of
ted differing from the majority main- White House cow has at last reached
and has taken up her doly in the provision that the vacancy Washington
caused by the recall of an official in mestic duties as provider of milk and
Taft's household.
the manner provided for filling all of- butter for President
ficial vacancies. All other propositions Pauline is a Holstein cow of registered stock.
bearing on this subject were Indefinpostponed.
itely
DAM TO BE FINISHED
Too Legislative.
IN FOUR YEARS.
was
Mr.
matter
taken up
The next
comDills' livestock proposition providing The Elephant Butte dam will - be
that measures should be taken against pleted In four years, a yea- sooner
fever, than originally expected, engineers desplenetic
pleuro pneumonia,
clare. This is due to the government's
diseases.
Infectious
other
and
glanders
decision to complete it by force
(Continuea on Page Eight)

PRESENT SECRETARY OF
INDIA RETIRES.
Viscount Morley Will Be Succeeded
by Earl of Crewe in British
Cabinet.

London, Nov. 3. The retirement of
Viscount Morely from the office of
secretary of state for India, was an
nounced this morning and he will be-- '
come lord president of the council,
Escape.
The Earl
Vice Earl of Beauchamp.
San Luis Obispo, Calif., Nov. 3.
of Crewe has been appointed secreThe Southern Pacific railway station tary of state for India.
at San Marguerita was dynamited
and badly damaged last night. An ex- TRINIDAD GETS SECOND
MINES RESCUE CAR.
plosive was thrown between two tanks
of distillate, containing 45 and 25
gallons respectively. The fact that
Chicago, 111., Nov. 3. The second
they were not on a solid foundation car to be used by the bureau of mines
probably prevented a terrific explo- in Colorado mine rescue work was
sion. As It was, the tanks were only turned over to representatives of the
dented. Two men were seen running bureau here today. It will be sent to
away from the depot and a posse is Trinidad, Colo., to be stationed In that
district.
searching for them.
i
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Steamer Moreland Driven In Windy City Dissatisfied Gar- - Declares a Revolution and EnAshore but Vessel May
trenches Himself On Island
ment Workers Are Gaining
Be Saved.
of Amapala.
Ground.

FOREST SUPERVISOR STEWART
HAD NARROW ESCAPE.

PROMINENT

l,

MICHiSAHjNEW

Calumet, Mich.. Nov. 3. The storm
which for the last two days has whipped Lake Superior into a fury is subsiding today and vessels are again
venturing out. From six inches to a
foot of snow has fallen all over this
region. The big steamer Moreland is
ashore, but it is hoped to save her.

Iff LIGHTED

d

HON. C. R. BRICE.
Delegate From Carlsbad, Eddy County, a Fine Lawyer, Good
Leader on the Democratic Side.

a Furious Number of Police Reserved Hond uran Thus Expresses
Has
His Contempt for Govern- Lashed
for Riot Duty Had to Be
Tempest
the Waves
DouU.cd .... .. .. , ... me nt of U''it3 States

Big

ffl

Insane Asylum.

Phoenix, Ariz., Nov. 3. The chief
development in the constitutional convention yesterday was a disposition
to eliminate what is believed to be
purely legislative matter and to cut
out of proper constitutional matter,
details which can be fixed by the leg-

For Two Days

SN0WIH

Homesteaders From
Their Claims

Employers Liability.

I

LAKESUPER!OR

FOOT OF

PROVISION

I1ICTE0

Legislature to Be Prohibited One of Their Alleged Victims
From Limiting Damages in
Illegally Incarcerated in

e

WHIPPE

1904.

RECALL

RANGIEN
ARE

All Legislation

Washington, Nov. 3. Official sanction was given today by the government for the transmission of United
States mail by aeroplane for the first
time in history. Permission was
granted by Postmaster General Hitch
cock for J. A. D. McCurdy to carry
United States mails in this manner to
outgoing trains from the Atlantic liner Kaiserin Auguste Victoria at New
York on next Saturday, when that
vessel is fifty miles at sea. The mail
pouch which McCurdy will carry from
the liner to the postoffice will contain
letters from passengers of the steam
ship for transmission to various parjs
of the world. The government however, is relieved of all responsibility
in case the letters are lost in .transit
Indians Get Wise.
Game Warden Thomas P. Gable to- from the steamship to the New York
day received for the territory $250, postoffice.
one half of the fines collected by Justice of the Peace W. M. Hamby at CENSUS RETURNS OF
MEMPHIS AND LOS ANGELES.
Reserve, Socorro county, from ten
Apache Indians arrested by a forest
ranger on the Datil forest for violat- Will Be Announced in a Few Days and
Races Will Be Stated
ing the game laws. The Indians, who
Separately.
came from Arizona, had to sell their
ponies and equipment to pay the fine.
the
Washington, Nov. 3. When
Game Warden Gable highly complicensus returns from Memphis, Tenmented Justice of the Peace Hamby
are announced which will be
for his zeal as this is the first time nessee,
in a few days, they will show not
to
that Indians have been compelled
only the total population, but will in
"come through," although they have dicate the division
of races, whites
been violating the game laws continu- and
negroes to be stated separately.
convictions
ously for years. That the
This is the first, city in which such
have had a good effect is evidenced by distinction will be made. The populathe fact that Deputy Warden An- tion of San Francisco and Los Angedrews reports finding three Indian les will also be announced shortly.
camps in the Datil forest that had
been abandoned in haste and that the
forest is now cleared of poachers.
Territorial Funds.

Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
today received from Game Warden
Thomas P. Gable $687.50, and from
Tito Melendez, treasurer of Mora
county, $74.92.
Sale of Tax Certificates.
District Attorney E. C. Abbott today posted notice of sale at the court
house of tax certificates for the year

NINE

Arizonans Are Now Paying
Attention to Eliminating

1

STEAMER TO P0ST0FF1GE

Land Commissioner and Superintendent of Education May
Succeed Themselves.

-

CUTTING DOW
CONSTITUTION

Important Subject Under Con- They Abandon the Camping Postmaster General Hitchsideration in Constitutional
Places in Datil Forest and
cock Signs First Contract
Convention Today
of That Kind in History
Hike Home
ALL

NO 253
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AGE TWO.

30
THE

JUST RECEIVED

LOVE'S SWEET SISTER.
(By Marie Hemstreet.)
Thank God for Love's sweet sister,

TWO CARLOADS OF SELECTED FOTATOES
FROM COLORADO

Tenderness
The Rentle watcher in the wakeful
night.
When pain, mysterious and measure-

THSE ARE THE FINEST FOTATOES ON THE
MARKET FREE FROM FRCST AND GCOD
KEEPERS.

We will have a fresh stock

i

Cheap in Price.

Strikes quivering chords of anguish
and affright;
The mate of little children and the
friend
Of all the patient, dear dumb beasts
mat are;
The prieste: of the faithful to the
end,
The
lady of the Morn-ing Star;
lhe second sell ot mothers seeing
deep
Into the holiness of souls
The shrine where sinfulness and judgment reap
The measure of fulfillment free
from scorn.
saint, abide
Sweet, softly sandaled
with me!
Without, the Love were less than
Love should be.
white-soule-

inter Grocery Co.

11

d

warning. Personally he said, he
favored the popular choice of United
States senators but he did not believe
that the United States senators would
favor it but would insist that the
constitution of Arizona in this respect
should conform to the spirit as well
as the letter of the constitution of
the United States which contemplated
that senators should he selected by
untrammeled legislatures.
Replying Mr. El'inwood said that
the legislatures of
of the
states have declared in favor of the
popular election of senators; that one
resolution of this kind had found
favor in the house of representatives
and that this method of electing senators bad received the endorsement of
President Taft. The constitution he
s.i id would have been so amended but
for the persistent opposition of the
Mr. Kingan
United States senate.
had referred to the effective reluctance of the senate to adopt the

LITTLE DAUGHTER
HAD

"When my little daughter was about
five years old, she was taken with iha
measieK. a lew wpckh
SIX
after the measles were
gone, she began to have
a severe scalp humor.
It itched so that, she
would scratch the whole
,0 day, until the blood
came. We had a doctor
and tried a good many
other remedies, but
Her
nothing helped.
hair all fell out and tha
unan
had
itself
scalp
pleasant odor.
"After we had tried
all the other remedies,
my wife told me to try
the Cuticura Remedies.
We bought one cake of
Cuticura Soap and one box of Cuticura
Ointment. We used the Cuticura Remedies according to directions and in
about three or four weekB her scalp was
perfectly clear of the terrible humor.
Her hair began to grow again and now
she has beautiful, long hair. Since that
time I have recommended the Cuticura
Remedies to other people and they also
had success. Chas. Salzbrenner, Arouna,
Iowa, Nov. S, mo."
Cuticura Soap Mc. Cuticura Ointment 50c.)
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kiud you get
you buy from us,
You wi also get a
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ed Mr. Ingraham.
Where the Peril Lies.
To this Judge Wells replied that
congress would not raise any question as to the validity of any
oeedings affecting, only the slate, so
that if the election should be held ac
cording to the terms of the act, preceded by the necessary primary for
the nomination of state officers. But
if there was any departure from the
terms of the act the validity of the
whole election as well as the acts
of the officers and the legislature
would be subject to question.
The debate was cut short by the
moving of the previous question and
the report was adopted by a vote of
41 to 8, Messrs. Langdon and Curtis
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di.rect primary or the advisory vote
for United States senators. On the

Itho onnhlinrr net nnd that therefore he
litr. Thov hotiovof? tho nolicv
que yesterday from the effects of an would not approve it In that case,
,)ronosed however, would be fatal to
- i
Tin tiro a
tin iu
BlrtlflJUUU.
aged 25 years and was married. John would undoubtedly meet it. He be-L&ter Jn the day Mesgrs Parsons,
to
Xew
came
who
"0.
Farmer, aged
lieved even that patriotic Arizonians jones (o yavapai) and Ingraham
Mexico last year from Oklahoma City, would
to
into
their
down
pockets
annointed a special committee
died in the Duke City on Tuesday. meet go
it.
to prepare a plan in accordance with
Marie Vivian Reilley, aged 19. a naJudge Baker replying to Judge the report.
tive of Arkansas, died of acute dila- Wells
said that he believed that the
tion of the stomach.
gentleman from Yavapai had fallen
in to the common error of confound-- GOOD RESULTS ALWAYS FOLLOW
DIRECT ELECTION OF
a primary with an election. It
The use of Foley Kidney Pills. They
ing
SENATORS IN ARIZONA, was not.
the purpose of the report he are upbuilding,
strengthening and
said to interfere with the election soothing. Tonic in action, quick in re-l- a
Consti
in
Arizona
Debate
Interesting
ws as they stood previously to 190fi. suits Sorj Dy The Capital Pharmacy.
tutional Convention Brings Out
State Nominations.
"
Various Aspects.
In the course of the arguments in
i.'ii.una icjiiuiu.oii.
behalf of the report, members said;
l ne matter or popular
enoice ui while the
enabling act provided for
United States senators came before the nomination of county officers it
the Arizona convention on Saturday in had made no provision for putting
a special report from the committee candidates for state officers in nomi- on elections which believed that such nation. To that
reply was made that
an arrangement could he made withintended that
had
evidently
congress
out conflict with the enabling act and (View ctmnlH Vi T,rtYiiTia(oft Ytv ctntp
the opinion of the convention on the ,fonvention in the manner that candl.
24 E SAN FRANGISCO ST
subject was desired. Many of thedates fo m
,
s tQ M
had
moment
members on the spur of the
nominated in the past
had an affirmative opinion ready but
r,mn!ff a!rrepA with the view
s
7,")o
Men's
(nailed) others thought that the question was
Baker and he believed that
Ladies' half soles - - - - 50c
Judge
jot
one that deserved some consideration the
50c
Kubber heels
enabling act was silent as to the
and the matter went over until Tues method
FIRST CLASS WORK
before the nponle Tn nil oth-to
be reported tojer
GUARANTEED.
day when it was
enabling acts constitutional conven-- j
the whole committee.
tions had been empowered to provide
Direct Primary Debate.
for state elections. By accident or de-- !
It was briefly considered and the sign that power had not been ex
committee voted in favor of the plan. pressly conferred upon the Arizona
When the report of the whole com- convention.
It was the duty of the
mittee was received by the conven convention to do what the gentlemen
tion, Mr. Kingan rose with a word;in Washington had not done.
the only
JFor 9
iyir Tngraham found in the expres
shall provide
Beware of Ointments for Catarrh that sion, "the convention
first class tonsorial parlor
Contain Mercury,
for an election," a sufficient warrant
in Santa Fe.
as mercury will surely destroy the for acting favorably on this report.
A Word of Warning.
sense of smell and completely derange
OUR NEW FITCH
Mr. Franklin was inclined to the
the whole system when entering it
TREATMENT
through the mucous surfaces. Such view of Judge Wells. A difficult quesarticles should never be used except tion as to law and also as to policy is guaranteed to cure, (oot only
on prescriptions from reputable phy had been presented and said he "1 relieve, Diadruff, falling hair &
sicians, as the damage they will do doubt very much whether it Is wise other scalp trritntions. We also
is ten fold to the good you can pos- - for us to transcend the power
carry a complete line of all the
derive from them. Hall's Ca- - pressly conferred upon us by the
popular hair and facial tonics.
Cure, manufactured by F. J. abling act." Mr. Franklin added
HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE It FITCH
& Co., Toledo, O., contains no ever that he would vote
with the
act-BATHS BATHS BATHS
mercury, and is taken internally,
majority of his colleagues,
Mr. Cooper took much the same
ing directly upon the blood and mu- cous surfaces of the system. In buy- grounds as Mr. Franklin. It was a
Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY
ing Hall's Catarrh Cure he sure you doubtful step which had been propos- Phone us, wewillbefjladtocallfor your
get the genuine. It is taken internal- - ed and an unsafe one. It was more aundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
ly and made in Toledo, Ohio, by F. J. 'over unnecessary since this was the and deliver on Thursdays and B'ridays
All work is guaranteed;
first and not the last opportunity
Cheney & Co. Testimonials free.
socks are mended and buttons
Sold hy all druggists. Price 75c per Arizona would have to secure a direct
sewed on you shirts, without
bottle.
primary system involving an advisory
extra charge.
vote for senators.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
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are made of wool unequalled in softness,
warmth, comfort and strength. Made big
enough and long enough for comfort after
they come from the wash. They outlast
other makes. Don't buy your underwear
until you have seen the White Cat brand.
The prices will suit you.

"Is it plain as to the nomination of
candidates for the state offices?" ask-
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Underwear
FOR MEN

addressed the convention, expressing
doubt as to the power granted by the
enabling act but taking the ground
that the act had left the convention
in doubt as to the course to pursue
There seemed to them nothing to do
but to proceed with a plan for holding
the election.
Again Judge Wells asserted that the
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WHITE CAT

SDc.) or cut Vina
and vuiicuia RMuhmM
(25c ) are sold tbromhniit the world. Puller Orug
& ( hem, Corp., Mole Prons . 13.1 Columbus Ave,
boo!, Hc
free,
Boston. Mass.
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For real comfort. sHd into a union suit
of White Cat Underwear. The softness and coziness will make you feel
tip top. Then there's the convenience
of it, and the time saved in dressing.
No bunching; no division at the waist
line. Or, if you prefer separate garments you can get them also under the
White Cat label. Whether you do
outside or inside work there's a special
weight for you. Winter garments of
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Klanufacturing Jeweler.
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Hair Began to Grow Again and

New Line Fancy TableReading Lamps
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Blood Came. Hair Fell Out. Scalp
a
had Unpleasant Odor. Used
Four
Soap and Ointment
Weeks. Scalp Perfectly Clear.

change.
Mr. Cunniff believed that the logical end of Mr. Kingan's
reasoning
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.
Telephone No. 40.
would be an opposition to advising
candidates for electoral delegates of
WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
voters' choice for president and vice- WITH
ALL
CASH PURCHASES
president and Mr. Winsor alluded to
the untrammeled legislature of Illinois. However all of this had nothing
to do with the objection of Mr.
who had expressly stated that he
indict- favored the direct election of senaIndictment
Quashed The
ment against Dr. Somallero, for prac- tors but believed that the thing proposed to be done would necessarily
ticing medicine without a license, was imperil statehood.
Sandoval
court
for
in
district
quashed
Mr. Jones of Yavapai, chairman of
county, at Bernalillo.
the
election committee explained that
Found Dead in His Cabin M. Ca- it was not meant that this provision
sey, aged CS years, was found dead in was to be made a part of the constihis cabin on a homestead seven miles tution but that If was intended only
north of Clovis. He was a sufferer for application to the first state elecfrom bronchitis and partial paralysis,
tion, because in the opinion of the
Charged With Serious Crime At committee that had not been definite
Bernalillo, in the district court foriy provided for in the enabling act.
B Sandoval county, Atilano Aragon is on
Fraught With Danger.
Judge Wells spoke at length against
trial, for alleged attempt at criminal
assault upon seventeen year old Ame- - the plan. He said it was undoubtedly the desire of the convention to
lia Lucero.
The
Estaneia
at
marriage avoid entanglements and he believed
Wedding
'of Miss Alice Pollard to Roy Whitlow. that the convention could not follow
and See one of the
both of the Silverton neighborhood, me enammg acr too cioseiy. ,wi
Sundav afternoon at Estan-- ! rression of the choice of the voter
Finest Displays in the West.
'
cia. The bride is the only daughter for United States senator might be
of Mr. and Mrs. L. D. Pollard. The given at the primpries hut that was
1
groom is the younger son of Mr. and nor. cue essential conn iimit-- uiai.uo-sion: it was the power of the con-Mrs. Mat Whitlow.
South Fork "Clairvoyancy is said vention to change the election laws.
to have found a lost mine in the Congress in the enabling act by its
South Fork country, and Mr. Lester, continuity of reference to the laws
the finder has located the ground of the territory in connection with thewith two partners and started assess- election of deleeates to the eonsritument work. He is from Golden, N. tional convention, the election on the
and the first state
M." Taos Valley News.
Looks Like a Mystery A horse was tion, had shown clearly what it meant
it
found drowned in the Rio Grande at Elsewhere, in another connection
the existPoint of Rocks not far from Rincon. had expressly provided thatshould
reterritory
It was saddled and a rope was trail- ing laws of theuntil
was
statehood
in
main
force
ridthe
saddle.
Whether
ing from the
unless modified by the enSPECIMENS OF ALL KINDS MOUNTED TRUE TO LIFE.
er was drowned and his identity are complete
At any rate, said Judge
act.
abling
still unsolved mysteries.
HANDSOME RUGS AND ROSES MADE FROM COYOTE,
AYells what it was proposed to do was
Issued
Jose
Licenses
Marriage
not a safe thing.
WILDCAT, BEAR AND WOLF SKINS.
Clements and Thomas B. Donally were
A FinancU' Contingency.
given a marriage license at AlbuquerMr. Parsons of Cochise brought out
GENERAL MERCHANDISE
que yesterday. Also Bertha M. Chamfrom his colleagues and the
bers of Trinidad, Colo., and George applause
by an impassioned defense
galleries
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Sympathetic Pen Picture of
the Capital by an EI Paso
Journalist
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(By G. A. Martin, in El Paso Herald.)
Santa Fe, the oldest city in the
United States, is developing surpris-- j
ingly in its modernity. It has already
put down one block of vitrified paving
in one of its very narrow, old Spanish
style business streets and is preparing for more; it has already erected
and is planning the erection of a number of modern public and private
buildings and is doing things that
place it in the progress of modern

them mild, with a fine
ir sn I ' aroma, and they draw so easily.
They are made by the most exclusive factory in the U. S. Just Portuondo Cigars is
all they have ever made and you can get
them in any size or shape you like
5c 10c or 15c,
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Prosperity.
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But So Are Also the Evidences of
Modern Advancement and
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PROGRESSIVE CITY
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Fe.

willows and other trees natives of the
region overhanging and shading them,
and the pretty yards and apple orchards running bacn to the cottages
set in big yards, uie effect is as picturesque as it appears to be cozy and
comfortable.
Historical Lore.
,
Keeking in historical lore and fact,
the ancient city has a charm to the
lover of romance and adventure second to few if any localities In the
country. Every spot in the city recalls
some valiant or dark deed of the past
for the dark deeds divided the time
with those of honor and gallantry in
the early days aud stone monuments
here, there and yonder, with the vast
collection of prehistoric, Indian and
early territorial relics gathered under
the auspices of the New Mexico Historical Society and the American Institute of Archaeology in the ancient-buildinthat was the governor's jial-acuntil a year ago, constantly remind the visitor anu the native of the
under foot. The
hallowed ground
sandstone shaft to Kit Carson in front
of the modern federal building recalls the days when the old scout blazed the trail and made it possible for
the homesteaders who now troop in to
file on government lands, to come
west and locate without being scalped; the glistening marble shaft in the
center of the tree covered plaza,
"erected to the memory of the New
Mexico soldier who fell in battle," the
only monument now in existence that
bears the word "rebels" as signifying
those of he southern cause against
whom the New Mexicans hauled; the
tablet marking the place where stood
General Kearny when he took possession of the city In the name of the
United States, the room in the old palace where Lew Wallace wrote "Hen
Hur," these all reek of the long ago,
of the musty and distant, past, and exude an atmosphere thrilling and sen
sational, but no more interesting than
a study of the Santa Fe of today and a
contrast of the modern Santa Fe with
the Sanfa Fe of long ago, a contrast
that shows progress, real American
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Toledo, Ohio, Nov. :!. As the twig
is bent in 1910 the tree will be
in 1912, declared Secretary of the
Treasury MacVeagh here last night in
an address in which he urged Ohio
Republicans to keep in power the Republican party, "the most powerful
political organization of progress existing today In any nation of the
H.
world," and to Indorse William
Taft, "already laden with practical
and permanent triumphs and net in
any degree near the end of his broad
ar.d wise plans and purposes of pub-

e

amount of open air work. Halthtest location
of any Military School in trie I'nton. Located
on the beautiful Pecot Valley the earden
pot of the Wen .1 ao e'evailnc of 1,700
foot above sea level, sunshine everv day. but
Ittt tain or sno during session.
Eleven Officers and Instructors, all graduates from stardard eastern colleges Ten
bulldiups, thoroughly furoNbed. fceaud. Ilglt
ed and modern lr all respects,
if REGENTS E. A. Cahoon. President; W
(i, Batnlito,). Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atklosno Secretary, and W
A Flnlay
"Mnstrated ratalopoe
For particulars an--
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SO SAYS SECRETARY MACVEAGH

High Price of Living Cannot Be
Blamed on the Present
Administration.

"The West Point of the Southwest."
Army Officers Detailed ty War Department
Army Inspector EA!- K SCHOOL IN CLASS
"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Great

1

He Will Be Nominee of Republican Party for Presidency in 1912

events.
lic usefulness."
With its ancient church of San Mi- Acknowledging fear of possible deguel, the oldest in America; its histor-- i
feat for the Republican party in the
ic old Palace of Governors that has
coining elections, Mr. MacVeagh said
housed the rulers of the territory since
that the "demand of the time, thereare
the days that Spain controlled the refore so far as we Republicans
DEEDS, NOT WORDS.
concerned, is that we shall each all
gion; its shaded little plaza that has
sit up nights' to think out ways to
Santa Fe People Have Absolute witnessed many exciting scenes that
secure
the triumph of the party and
made
old
Marits
famed
Fort
history;
Proof of Deeds at Home.
to think out ways of keeping it in
Tt's not wnrrta h,,t rfepda that nmv c now in crumbling ruins, yet once
power.
one of the nation's most notable frontrue merit.
"The country needs it," he contin
tier posts; its monument to the valor
The deeds of Doan's Kidney Pills,
"and our every legitimate interued,
of Kit Carson, and its other historic
For Santa Fe kidney sufferers,
est in the country needs it; and now
Hove made their local reputation. landmarks, Santa Fe has much to rethat we have become a real world
Proof in the testimony of Santa Fe call a glorious and valorous past, but
power, the world needs it. It is our
to our party to minimize our difpeople who have been cured to stay Santa Fe. while proud of this historlduty
cal association, is not living In the
cured.
ferences."
Santa Fe is living in the present
declared that "the
Mr. MacVeagh
Pasquale Yanni, College St., Santa past.
ar.d for the future and Santa Fe citielection in Ohio in 1910 and in all
N.
"In
1902
I
M., says:
Fe,
gave a zens
are taking active steps to keep
other states, but for obvious reasons
public testimonial in favor of Doan's
with
their city as much in the forefront now progress.
in Ohio particularly involves
ENJOY AUTUMN BY
Kidney Pills to the effect that they as when
of
election
It was the western terminus
the
distinctness
great
a
me
had
cured
In
of
DRIVING THRU
my back,
pain
of
noted
Fe
Santa
the
trail
1912."
and
the
THE COUNTRY
caused by disordered kidneys. My
COST
BELEN CUT-OFThough expressing full confidence
It's the best route back to nature, work obliges me to sit down a good seat of all government for many thou$41,084 A MILE. in the
of
both
ecclesiastipower of the Republican party
square miles,
and will imbue new life into your deal and this weakned my kidneys, sands
to win in 1912 even if it should meet
wearied mind. The most pleasure causing backache.
While at work I cal and civil.
So Says T. J. Norton, of the Santa Fe reverses this year, saying that "high
Ecclesiastical Headquarters.
will be obtained by driving the
suffered more intensely than at any
Southern Pacific Will Build Into
vitality such as exists in the RepubAs an ecclesiastical headquarters,
STYLISH LIVERY
other time and I was very anxious to
lican nartv of today cannot be de
We can furnish you. Our horses are find a remedy that would relieve me. Santa Fe has been famed almost since
Durango Through New Mexico.
stroyed by one or more than one de all equal to the trip and our car Learning of Doan's Kidney Pills, I ithe ii'story of North America began to
feat that is meaningless and senseease
ride
with
and
be
and
it still boasts its import
made
riages
grace.
procured a box and to my delight,
In a lull in the
of less," he urged his hearers to do their
Don't forget to secure your rig
they soon fixed me up in good shape ance as a religious center, but even Ihe interstate commerce commission best for party victory, "to think of
from us.
During the past seven years I have religion and politics the life of old Governor Stubbs, of Kansas, leaned the people and their interests and not
had no need of Doan's Kidney Pills or Santa Fe are both second in the life forward and said to the railroad attor of ourselves and our political indiges&
WILLIAMS
of the Santa Fe of today, although
any other kidney medicine."
ney examining him:
tions and bad tempers.
31i San Francisco St. 'Phone 139 Re
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 either or both still play a large part
"Ever since 1S9C this party has not
"You've asked me a whole lot of
New
of
of
affairs
in
the
the
Co., Buffalo,
capital
cents,
only been the governmental hope of
New York, sole agents for the United Mexico. The archbishop of the diocese questions. Now let me ask you one. the nation but it has been a constantwas the basis of the Santa Fe isWhat
is located here and also the cathedral
States.
We Have Built Up
practical
sue of $102,000,000 of stock in 1,890. ly growing and developing
Remember the name Doan's and of the district, a gigantic stone structauthor of great and wholesome nationwhen
were
the
roads
consolidated?
take no other.
ure built in 1612, destroyed in 1GS0, reThese thirteen years
Was that on the actual valuation of al development.
constructed but still uncompleted inasadministration constiof Republican
the
road?"
much as the spires to the towers have
tute the greatest period of party useMr. Bailey, auditor of the Santa Fe fulness that has marked the history
never been added. Then there is still
nation.
the famous old San Miguel mission, system, answered that the stock was of the
"We can never understand the handdeclared to be the oldest edifice of Issued and exchanged for the old stock
CHAUFFEURS EXAM BEAT
CIVIL SERVICE QUESTIONS. worship in the continent, built in 1598, and bonds held by the stockholders of ling of the tariff ismt" by the Republican party or by the President," said
destroyed in 1C90 and rebuilt in 1710 the road.
"What I want to find out," said Gov- Mr. MacVeagh, "unless we can take
Illuminating Account is Sent By One and continuously worshiped in since
of how remarkWho Heard "Over the Transom"
that time, though time has worn so ernor Stubbs. "is what was the road a comprehensive view
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not
it was done by a professional and
house in the country, in that it is com"Not on your life," was the instant cough remedy for all coughs and colds.
A. SHOWFAR.
an amateur, is not that worth some- from
modious and convenient and free
Do not accept a substitute but see
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thing.
freak construction. It is a large,
Southern Pacific Means Business.
A HOUSEHOLD MEDICINE.
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structure of mission design,
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Julius
or
of
frills
without any pretentions
Southern Pacific, between Colorado b'ack lettere. Sold by The Capifal
equally good results from each memCor. Palace and Washington Avenues.
expensive and Central Arizona, still has life,
ber of the family using it. Foley's towers; there is nothing
and incongruous about it. The build- is shown by the grant to the road
Honey and Tar does just this. WhethFoing was erected for service and it is of a right of way through the streets JOHNNY FRENCH AND
or
er for children
grown persons
stopuefl tn zn minur&
both serviceable, and most pleasing in ot Durango, uoio." The stakes are
sura" with Dr. bhoop'
LLOYD CLARK REPENTANT.
Honey and Tar is best and safest
Croup Kerned y, Unf ley's
in keeping set and full surveys have been made
Albuquerque, N. M., Nov. 3. John
tost will sure'.y prove
for all coughs and colds. Sold by The architecture.' It is built followed
in of the road from
No VOlltitlTlif. no Iis
with the government idea
Farmington, in nie French, nine years old, and Uoyd
Capital Pharmacy.
'ross, A safe andpleasincbi-rtur-HJc- .
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the construction of modern federal northern New
Mexico, southwest Clark, one year his senior, arrested
buildings. Room and accessibility are through the Navajo reservation, past Tuesday on a charge of stealing seven
ril'fcIllT
first considered, and in getting these, St. John's, co'inty seat of Apache guns from Kendis' second hand store,
the commissioners also get a struct- county, Arizona, to Rice and Globe, were arraigned before Judge G. R.
.
ure that is a credit to the town, and although It is understood that the Craig yesterday afternoon and temposhows Santa Fe to be modern in its southern section of the line has not rarily committed to the county jail.
ideas in that it sets an example that been permanently located. This line The lads will be given a preliminary
other cities can well follow.
will be the shortest between Colo- hearing Saturday morning, being postponed until then because of the abThe public library, the Mary James rado points and Los Angeles.
sence from the city of District Attornew
high
school, the Elks' theatre, the
Lumber and all kinds
Lump, nut and
ney G. S. Klock. '
school building, the armory and many
HEXAMETHYLENETETRAMINE
Both lads were very sad and reof btfilding material
mine run coal
of the residences are of modern de,Is the name of a German chemical, pentant
Twenty-fou- r
In
with
one of the many valuable ingredients hours in theyesterday.
keeping
sign, mostly mission,
had taught them
city
jail
YA.RD ON HICK OX STREET, NEAR
the surrounding atmosphere; shorn of of Foley's Kidney Remedy.
a lesson. And being sent to the counis
all that is tawdry, yet beautiful In
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.
recognized by ty jail until Saturday depressed them
their
in
and
as
useful
their simplicity
medical text books and authorities
still more. Little Johnnie took to the
c
Phone Red 100
for jail with him a sack of bananas and
Phone Red 100
a uric acid solvent and
Most of the streets are narrow the the urine. Take Foley's Kidney Rem- oranges and several sandwiches,
founders of the town are responsible
VUS
edy promptly at the first sign of kid- wrapped up in a paper. Lloyd had a
DELGAD0, Mgr.
but all are pretty Miles of cement ney trouble and avoid a serious mal- half dozen books for boys which he
sidewalks have been laid and, with the ady. Sold bv The Capital Pharmacy. said he would read while in jail.
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WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE SAME THING
FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT
DEAL OF TIME.
BUSY PEOPLE ARE
USING RUBBER
STAMPS MORE NOW THAN EVER BEFORE BECAU8E THEY
SAVE TIME. AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAY9
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to that crimes
Land Law.
Desert Land Entry, Declaration of
against the suffrage, such It is fortunate for the "rank and file" Taos, Mining and
gressive' the grand jury has gone
New Mexico Applicant,
institu- as ballot box
full sheet.
discarded
of
are
and
stuffing
the junk pile
bribery,
and for the commonwealth that a wide
from offenses, not
Deposition of Witness.
tions. Instead of an indictment
against the candidate de- gulf yawns between the "ranV and
sheet.
PULL COURSE MEALS PROM NOON ON.
E. C. ABBOTT
a grand jury, a formal accusation (in feated thereby, but against the state file" and the leaders of the Democratfull sheet.
Yearly Proof.
some states descnoed in the statutes itself, as they are attempts to defeat ic
Attorney-at-Laparty, which by the way is hydra-- '
Final Proof.
you drop in at 5 o'clocx yon can get a hot
sheet.
of its
as an 'information') by the prosecut- the majority in the selection
Practice in the District and Su
for of leaders there are many
headed,
Contest
or
sheet.
Notice,
servants."
the
charge
to
ing attorney furnishes
and each is a head by himself. Colo-- , preme Courts.
Prompt and careful
supper ready to eat and yon will not
Affidavit to be filed before contest,
accused perattention given to all. business.
charges upon which the
nel Hopewell continued.
A TIMELY COMPARISON.
"Personally;
sheet
Our increasing patronage is the
son is tried.
Santa Fe,
wait.
jjew Mexlcn
best proof that we merit yours.
Affidavit of Contest Against Non
"The supreme court of Colorado is I am very well satisfied with the re
"This document, prepared just as
to
I look for little
sults
date.
up
Resident
a
a
four
half
of
and
and
three
sheet.
between
Entryman,
hill'
carefully as the 'true
G.LUPK HERREKA
G. W. P RICHARD
Notice of Intention to make final
same years behind in its work," complains opposition if the convention continues
Proprietor
grand jury, and based upon the
Its good work. The convention is the
sheet.
Denver
Times.
"For
proof,
the
Consellor-at-LaDemocratic
every
and
serves
Attorney
of
evidence,
character
most
Additional Entry,
thoroughly representative body
sheet.
insrmee a case filed in the court to
serves.
Practice in all Mia TMstHpt Pmifio
purpose that an indictment
320 Homestead
1 2
no day will not be decided until April of men ever gathered in New Mexico.
elveB Rnecial attention t
Entry,
"The newer system requires
It is a splendid aggregation full of before the Territorial
sLeet.
court
1814."
Of
HE23I2E39
the
attorcourse,
SEES
supreme
Court.
Supreme
of
the
prosecuting
more work
Small Holding Proof, Affidavit of Ap
W
iJiuicooiuuai men umce: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe ' N M
ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES
RATES $1.00 A DAY AND UP
sya; or uoioraoo is eiecnve. me supreme of
ney's office than the grand jury
and ability.
Their . .
Intelligence
plicant, full sheet
re- court of New Mexico is appointive, it
tern calls for, and but little more
2
sheet.
Relinquishment,
has worked under a heavy handicap work, moreover, has reflected credit
jury
the
Under
grand
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
sponsibility.
sheet.
Township
vacan-- on them and I believe that all reason-- !
to
Plats,
unfilled
of
late
and
owing
years
is
gathered
system the evidence
Attorneys-at-LaTownship Plats, full sheet
cies, Its members have been compell- able Democrats will admit it cheer-- j
presented by the prosecuting attorney,
Practice in the District Courts as
General Blanks.
ed to travel from one end of the Ter- fully." This is saying It as well as the
and indictments are found, or cases!
Bond for Deed.
sheet.
to the other in order to hold New Mexican could have put it and well a? before the Supreme Court of
his
with
ritory
accordance
in
are dropped,
Bond of Indemnity,
as convincing to the Democrats oe territory.
sheet.
fully
relast
at
and
the
district
court,
yet,
the
SANTA PE, NEW MEXICO
EUROPEAN PLAN
recommendations. So that
.
.
.
j Las Cruces.
New Mexico
Bond, General Form,
6heet.
the session of this court, under Chief Jus- at least.
all
upon
is
nearly
sponsibility
of
Certificate
75c
doz.
Marriage,
docket
was
per
tice William H. Pope, the
The only first class Hotbi in Santa Fe, with hot and cold water In
prosecuting attorney.
Official Bond,
The Scottish Rite Masonic reunion
sheet.
at- practically cleared and matters filed
RENEHAN & DAVIES
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best OAFE in
for
Notice
New
to
Mexico
'Vhy not make the prosecuting
of Sale Under Foreclosure
be celebrated for A. B.
at the beginning of the term were disRenehan
the
City in connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed.
responsible?
E.
P.
Daviet
altogether
torney
of Mortgage, full sheet.
the same term. This hree days next week in this city is
Nice sample room on first floor. Special attention given to traveling
Attorneys at Law.
"The district court of Maricopa posed of during
a
state
event
will
that
vis
many
for
Application
License,
sheet.
bring
much as to the comparative efficiency
Practices in the Supreme and Dls
men. Give us a trial if you want first classservlce.
county is in session nearly all the
itors to Santa Fe. It can be said of
Retail Liquor License.
sheet.
of an elective and an appointive suinct Courts. Min.ng and Land Law a
time. If it were not necessary to hold
the
Masonic
order
that
it
includes
Notice of Conveyai.ce,
sheet.
preme court. The evil Is much aggra- some of the best and foremost citi- specialty. Office in Catron Block.
Oorner of Water St.
Certificate of Election,
prisoners for long periods awaiting
sheet.
of service of the
term
If
the
vated
their
and Don Gas par Ave.
Fe
Santa
Mo-jury,
of
New
the
zens
of
grand
the
southwest
and
that
the meeting
its
of
the
full
Assessors,
sheet
Report
is made short. The man
cases could be reached with celerity elective court
membership has contributed valiantDeed, City of Santa Fe,
sheet.
owes his position to an election ly to the
and disposed of with dispatch, and who
upbuilding of the commonC. W. G. WARD
Deed,
City of Santa Fe, full sheet
must
a
on
his
has
and
eye
of
public
wealth
from
the
of
Carson
a
Kit
saving
great
days
thus make
Application for Marriage License,
Territorial District Attorney
necessarily give much of his time to who was a. member. Any society or
money.
sheet
San
Fo,
camMora
to
to
and
Miguel
Counties
electioneering,
order that will attract men of the
"The whole idea of a regular grand politics,
of Birth.
sheet.
Certificate
.
.
Las
New and Complete Line of Dress Goods
in
Vegas,
New
is
demonstrated
as
and
Mexico
Certificate of De?th,
jury as a part of the court machinery paigning the decision of cases and character, patriotism and ability that
sheet.
Masonic
a
Colorado,
characterizes
of
the
is
brethren
period
survival
Is an unnecessary
Butchers' Shipping
Notices, land worthy of respect and a hearty welEDWARD C. WADE
in which social conditions were far the doing ot justice is secondary
sheet.
DRESS SILK, TRIMMINGS, etc
more
to
come
the
should
to
must
be
it
.xVay
extended
giVv
important
by the
Attorney-at-Ladifferent from what they are today.
Promissory Notes 25c per pad
No capital.
a
of
business
TAILOR MADE SUITS
securing
communication
throughout
of
in
Practice
Means
the Supreme and Dls
Receipts, 25c per pad.
in cases, where the lititrict Courts of the Territory, in the
the country covered by the grand wonder, that choice
Cost
.Bond,
sheet
If Arizonians believe in a gutta per-chWEARING APPAREL
of bringing their
have a
EVERYTHING IN
It
Probate Com
Letters of Guardianship,
the U. S
jury's investigations were limited; au- gants
sheet.
constitution, it is their business Surveyor Generaland before
contention in a state or In a federal
was not practical for any central
U.
S. Land
and
Guardian's Bond and Oath,
sheet.
court and are really anxious for a but why have a constitution at all? Offices.
r
Letters of Administration,
2
thority to gather all the information
sheet.
FOR HER AND FOR HIM.
Under the initiative as it will be adoptwill
they
prefer
citidetermination,
of
a
speedy
L,s Cruces . . - Sc.v Mexico Administrator's Bond acd Oath,
concsrning crimes that body
ed
in
the
commonwealth,
neighboring
is
which
court,
federal
appointive,
zens coming from various sections the
sheet.
to the state court which it will be possible for ten per cent of
could furnish, nor was the modern every time
Letters Testamentary,
to amend the constitution
voters
sheet.
the
R.
W.
WITTMAN
is elective.
Declaration in Assumpsit,
system of a fully equipped prosecutsheet
They may well ask: "what is a con
Draftsman
The
" or "it so
Declaration in Assumpsit, on Note
ing attorney's office in force.
stitution
among
mends?
of
of
re
kind
the
indicative
furnished
is
Copies
of records on flit
It
abolition of the grand jury would save
Satisfaction of Mortgage, 2 sheet.
established in Portugal, that soon to be done for we wonder what m the U. S. Surveyo'- General's Offlcp
was
it
for?"
the county thousands of dollars every public
begun
Assignment of Mortgage,
sheet.
set
the officers of two regiments have
vtxii lj re.
New Mexlcc
sheet.
Lease,
year.
because
fabric
the
entire
tottering
Lease of Personal Property,
l
"It may not he necessary for the
The bandits who held up a train at
have not been given expected proPROBERT & COMPANY
j
sheet
judiciary committee of the constitu- motions. It Is the kind of a republic Lordsburg, Grant county, yesterday,
Chattel Mortgage,
tional convention to make any pro- the United States would be under the must hold their lives very cheap,' for
sheet.
Investments
Warrant to Appraisers, full sheet.
vision for the abolition or modification initiative and referendum.
Lands, Mines, Bonds & Stocks.
they secured only $U.40 and the penPower of Attorney,
of the present grand jury system, as
alty for train robbery in New Mexico
sheet
Money Loaned for Investors.
Renewal of Chattel Mortgage,
It s more properly a subject for the
There Is not much comfort for the is death. Possibly, this knowledge of We have for sale general stocks if
if
But
nf the leeislature.
Democrats in the fact that the Repub- the law is not as widely known among Merchandise, Retail Lumber Yard and sheet.
Replevin Writ, 4 sheet
Arizona becomes a state, the question lican majorities of the three .counties the midnight craft as it deserves to be. other Business Opportunities through'
out Taos county.' v
Replevin Affidavit,
of the grand jury will he among the of Colfax, San Miguel and Valencia
sheet.
j
TO
to be considered in working out at. the September election exceeded
Bank References Furnished.
Despite the hard times, Game War
things
'
BOTH SPEED AND EFFECTIVE,
the total Democratic majorities of the den Thomas P. Gable disposed of a Taos
New Mexico
practical and needed reforms."
This indicates the action of Foley
eight Democratic counties by more third more licenses to hunt this year
than last year and thus helped InKidney Pills as S. Parsons, Battle
When Secretary of the Treasury than 700.
crease the surplus in the territorial STANDLEY G. SMALL, PH. G. M. D. Creek, Mich., illustrates: "I have
MacVeagh, in his speech at Toledo,
Physician & Surgeon.
been afflicted with a severe case of S ave Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells
The more closely the Republicans treasury and which will eventually
Ohio, last night, admitted the possinext look at it, the more enamored they help to pay the salaries of the new Office 117 Palace Ave.
Democratic
and bladder trouble for which
Ohio
of
going
kidney
bility
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS,
Hours: 11:00 a. m. to 12:20 p. m. I found no relief until I used
not are of the proposition to accept
state officers:
week, he demonstrated that he is
Foley
2 to 3 p. m., and by
acres
and
the
of
600,000
In
the
lieu
appointment.
for
politician's
a good politician,
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Kidney Pills. These cured me enResidence 225 Hillside Ave.
I was
first article of faith is to claim every- part of El Paso stolen by Texas, and
of all my ailments.
General James Allen, chief signal
tirely
Phone Red 43. troubled with backaches and severe Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mesic
thing in and out of sight. Admitting they will Include a promise to keep officer of the army who is well known
that a battle is lost before it is fought, quiet about ife forever afterward.
shooting pains with annoying urinary
and all Foreign Countries.
by old timers In New Mexico and es
with
does not inspire the
JOHN K. STAUFFER
irregularities. The steady use of Foley
pecially In Santa Fe, recommends that
confito
with
.
territorial
BY
limit
The
the
nor
doubting
proposition
REMITTANCES
courage
Kidney Pills rid me entirely of all my
twenty aeroplanes be bought for the
Notary Public
dence. Until the returns are counted taxation to five mills for all except
"
Office with the New Mexican Print- former troubles. They have my higharmy. In the near future the term:
next Tuesday evening, Ohio nyi"t he the territorial fund. Is one that should "He's
est recommendation." Sold by The
up in the air," will have a new ing Compuiy.
le- itpi-esafely moored In. t
appeal to the taxpayer. It will preNew Maxlce Capital Pharmacy.
Santa Fe,
IflHU'Ml
vent
giabB In the future state. significance
column.
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"I have suffered with piles for

CAPITAL S50,000.0f
Does

Pi

PERSONAL MENTION.

a General Banking Business

PACE FIVE.

M.

tlrr'.y-si-

How a

at

Mrs. J. C. Lucas, a sightseer from
years. One year ago last April I ije- Vermont. Is at the Claire.
gan tating tjascarets tor constipatu
H. B. Wate of the forest service, is the course of a week I noticed the t
began to disappear and at the end of
in the city on forestry business.
weeks they did not trouble tne st :.
Benigno Romero, a prominent Las Cascarets
have clone wonders for
Vegas merchant, is at the Claire.
am entirely cured ami feel
r
Matthew Howell, a business man of man."
George Kryder, Napoleon, C
at
the Claire.
Long Beach, Calif., is
Pleasant, Palatable, Potent. Taslo Or '
Louis Kosenbaeh and M. A. Poupart
Do Good. Never Sicken, Weaken or (h
25c, 5tre. Maver hoM la bulk. Ttieir
of Albuquerque, are here on business, j
;
stamped C C C. Guaroatsta
Mrs. Alan R. McCord and mother,! sure tablet
or your uiukcy oack.
Mrs. Jones, are home from a visit in
California.
records and are friendly to the
C. W. Weber a well known travel- press." Arizona Democrat.
ing man from New York city is at
the Palace.
Will Be Brief and Fundamental.
J. M. Davis, a tourist from the
"The work of the constitutional con-Windy City, is seeing the sights ot vention from day to day
gives evi
Santa Fe.
dence that the delegates are becom-- i
E. E. Meier, engineer in charge of
j
more alive to their grave re-the Arroyo Hondo project, is in the ing
as well as more mind- j
sponsibility,
city today and reports that about fifty ful of the dividing line between
men are at work on the project.
actual demands of the people dur- Colonel W. S. Hopewell left Albuhis
for
cattle ranch i ing the campaign, and the aeslres or!
querque yesterday
demands
of
individuals appearing
at Hermosa, Sierra county.
the delegates
elected.!
Inspector E. E. Van Horn, of the sine
territorial cattle sanitary boara, hasiu was generally agreed during the
me
uiai
constitution
oiinipaigu
returned from a trip to Taos.
William H. should be short, and contain only
Census Enumerator
Dicks and J. D. Hart are up from the fundamentals. There was absolutely no rerference to tlie scores
Golden, southern Santa Fe county.
Miss Madeline Mills is believed now of isms and 'purely legislative acts
that have cropped out among delealto be on the road to recovery
any
though not yet entirely out of danger. gates, who are not following
Judge and Mrs. Y. E. Lindsey have instructions received from the peomoved from the McCord nouse on ple, but rather are advancing perWashington avenue to the Lamy house sonal fads or theories. These have
met with no encouragement from
on Cathedral Place.
Miss Domitila Real will leave to- the people generally, and the fact
morrow for Taos on a visit to her rela- has served to remind the convention
tives. She will remaiu in Taos for that its duty toward the public and
some time, probably for the winter.
the future state does not contem- "Rev. Father J. Deraches, of Santa plate the incorporation of extreme
Fe, is in the city as the guest of theories or socialistic isms in the
He fundamental law." Bisbee Daily Ke-Rev. Father Adrian Rabeyrolle.
arrived yesterday afternoon." Las view.
Veeas Optic.
Mrs. L. Bradford Prince returned
This Will Be Different.
last evening from Denver and ColoThe constitutional convention
of
rado Springs. At Denver she selected New Mexico has started a boundary
markers for the Santa Fe trail In dispute, claiming two hundred square
miles of territory that are in the
New JJexico.
Mr. and Mrs. M. W. Thompson, of state of Texas.
It often happens that states late in
Espanola, left this afternoon for southern Arizona, where Mr. Thompson "coming out" believe and assert that
will dispose of five carloads of Espa-nol- a they have been robbed of valuable
possessions by their elder sisters.
valley apples.
Miss May Church has returned from Michigan had a dispute of this sort
claimed
her vacation trip to Washington and with Ohio, and Wisconsin
is again in her old place in the land that she had been wrongfully depriv
northern peninsula
office.
Miss Ethel Church will return ed of the
by Michigan and two tiers of counties
about Christmas time.
"W. M. Ropp. the architect, left this on her southern border by Illinois.
grievances were well aired at
morning for his home In Santa Fe af- These
ter spending four days here supervis- the Wisconsin constitutional convention, but did any one ever hear of anying the work on the new court house,
coming of it?
thing
which
he
for
and
school,
high
jail
has land that she might well
Texas
RecRoswell
Daily
drew the plans."
She is big enough for five
spare.
ord.
states of the first magnitude. But it
Miss Carrie Virginia Anderson, of is a safe wager that New Mexico will
Albia, la., will arrive this evening to never get any land away from Texas
visit her sister, Mrs. V. L. Bean, at her New Mexico is by no means under- residence on Washington avenue. Af- sized herself. Her area of 122,580
ter concluding her visit here Miss An- square miles is fotjj- - times that of Wis- derson will go to California.
consin, being exceeded only by that
Friends of W. G. Palmer, known as of Montana 146,080 miles, California
15S,360 miles, and Texas 265,780
"Percy" Palmer, have received word
from the former Santa Fe pharmasist miles. She will be listened to with
indifference when she makes
that he is prospering in Fowler, Colo., aperfect
demand for Texas land. Milwaukee
where he is employed by the Fowler
Wisconsin.
Drug Company. Mr. Palmer, however,
Ancient
in
the
misses his friends
City,
Our Own Ben Baker
he says.
That stern champion of righteous- District
Banker W. F. Buchanan,
ness and good government. Ben Baker
Attorney Harry H. McElroy, Former has blown up with an explosion so
County Commissioner M. B. Golden-berg- , terrific that the fragments of himself
Former Sheriff J. A. Street and are scattered all over the Missouri
Donald Stewart, prominent citizens of river.
Tucumcaci, Quay county, are visitors
We are sorry it happened.
We are
in the cayital.
sorry it had to happen. It is too bad
"Mrs. James G. Fitch, Mrs. D. H. that anybody carrying such a dangerNelson and daughter, Miss Harriett ously high head of steam as Uncle
Nelson, of Socorro, spent yesterday in Ben should be so foolish as to enter
the city en route home from Pennsyl- into the heat and fury of a political
vania where they have been for the campaign in the most intelligent state
past month. Mrs. Nelson and daugh- in the union. He might have known
ter, who is a well known magazine he couldn't stand the pressure.
writer, have but recently come to New
We gladly accept the judge's exhib- Mexico from Mount Pleasant, Pa."
its which tend to show that he wasn't
Albuquerque Morning Journal. Mrs. kicked everlastingly off the federal
Fitch has been visiting in Santa Fe bench by Roosevelt, but was only
and the upper Pecos the past few days. kicked off in the heat of passion, then
kindly reinstated and permitted to reWe wish he hadn't
sign forthwith.
been removed at all, either by the
hoot route or by enforced suicide. If
he hadn't been he would still be in
New Mexico, perhaps.
Blame the Grand Jury,
Genterm ot the! Politics in Nebraska is what
The September-Octobe- r
eral Sherman said war is. When Ben
grand jury which is sitting at Houston Baker
rashly projected himself into
closed Saturday returned 190 indict-- i
the nethermost depths of it; he should
ments, a very large percentage being have known he couldn't stand the
for homicides. In view of Its bloody
heat. But he didn't even stop to
record, one is inclined to ask where
the heavenliness is which our es- think. Now it is too late, since he
teemed contempoary, the Post, is al- has blown up all over Nebraska and
not to mention
the
ways using In connection with Hous- a adjacent territory,
couple of pages of the Omaha Bee.
ton. El Paso Times.
We are very sorry, and we only wish
we could put him together .again.
Would You Listen to This?
World Herald.
"The constitutional convention of Omaha
New Mexico voted down a proposij tion to print its daily
proceedings in
a daily newspaper at an expense of
The proposi- $2,500 for the session.
MONEY AND METALS.
tlon was lost by a strict party vote,
every Democrat in the convention
New York, Nov. 3. Call money 4
i voting to
Mexican
print the proceedings. The 4
prime paper 6
j Republicans
privately gave it as an dollars 46; Amal. 71 34; Sugar 119;
j opinion
N.
that the publicaion in a Atch. 105
G. N. pM. 127
N. P. 139
newspaper of their entire acts would Y. C. 116
Reading
be bad politics and would endanger 154; S. P. 119
U. P. 175
Steel
j
, the
Republican majority. We are 80
pfd. 117
Demo-- j
New York? Nov. 3. Lead quiet $4.40
proud of our New Mexico
crats. They are not afraid of their
4.50; standard copper
quiet, spot

f
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Your Patronage Solicited
LAUGHLIN, President
W. E. GRIFFIN,

'

H
F. STEPHENS, Cashier,
Asst. Caseier
,.

Saves Yon
rrllTK iva

wa'dii for ,.v , .... .1..
and r. qmn ,mh
repairs. '11,0 ,v,a.
'li.it wau'on h?3 Ida year.
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'
requires ll v.orth of reoairs. tl- u,
a year, at lea-- t.
is
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S. KAUNE &

HO

FOR SALE OR RENT
Residence property with all modern
r
heat etc.etc.
conveniences,
Also furnished rooms for rent.
O C- - WATSON & COMPANY
hot-wate-

Surety Bonds

Insurance

Real Estate

Santa Fe, New Mexico
'

St.

119 SanFrancisci!

Pnone

The mercury shows that the winter

Red Ho. 189

is nigh

and now is the time to get those warm pillows of which we have a large assortment.
Also quilts to keep oue comfy these cold
nights. We have also some very fine rugs,
immense in s'ze and reasonable in price;
they are wool fibre, velvet and of other
material.
We have some very attractive furniture too.

Furniture Co.

Akers-Wagne- r

EXPERT EMBALMERS

YOU ARE CORDIALLY

&

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

INVITED TO VISIT THE ROOMS OF THE

Santa Fa Trail Curio Company
WE

HAVE A

FEW

MORE

THAT WE AREGLOSING

OUTLINE

MAVAJO

RUGS

OUT TO MAKE ROOM FOR

CUR NEW STOCK.

Blankets

Curios
S. E

Corner of

-

Baskets

Ntw Mar age. meet

Pl-tzi- ,

'te c. E. HARTLEY

REAL ESTATE CO

SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO
of all sizes, raw lands,
under ditch, 840 00 to 75 00 per acre, under cultivation
and highly improved, 60.00 to 8175 00 per acre. These are
idealhomes ready for you.

Offers irrigated land9 in tracts

Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre
tANOHES,
LVRGK
AND
SMALL

We are prepared to locate settlers on gov- eminent land. We have Irrigation enter- prlaes, needing capital . Moneyed men are

invited to correspond with us.

IF YOU NEED ANYTHING

IN NEW

:

:

;

RANCHES.
LARGS
AND
SMALL.

MEXICO, LET US HE4R FROM YOU,

Abstracts of Title
Realty Matters

Legal Papers
Rents & Collections.

Do not delay uot.il af ier tht Are
NOW is tru TIME to taka out
that INSURANCE POLTCY
SANTA FE ABSTRACT,

REALTY

& INSURANCE AGENCY.

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, Manager,
Room 19 Catron Block Santa Pe, N, M Tel Black
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behind it
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Wholesale & Retail
Dealers in

"EVERYTHING IN HARDWARE"
$12.40812.Cn;

ver

Dec.

$ 2.45'S;

1

2.05

sil-

;

5G

Childrens Dresses Cloaks

WOOL MARKET
St. Louis. Nov. 3. Wool lower;
territory and western mediums IS'ii
2:!
fine mediums 1720; fine 12!
(a 16.

i

-

makers have reached a point

GRAIN. POKK. LARD A NO fl.nc
Chicago, 111., Nov. X Wheat Dec.
S7
May 94
Corn Dec. 46
May 401-8- .
Oats Dec. 31
f
May 34
Pork Jan. 17.10; May 16.17
Lard Jan. 10.25; May 9.77
Ribs Jan. 9.10; May 8.92
LIVESTOCK.
Kansas City, Nov. 3. Cattle Receipts .S,0i0, including S00 southerns.
Market steady to strong. Native

where they turn out dresej
for the little wsses which ri-

val those or their elders

steers $5 7.50; southern steers $4
native
5; southern cows $2.75(ft)4-"Blockers
cows and heifers $2.75g-6.50and feeders $3,251(5.50; bulls $3ft
4.50; calves $48; western steers $4
(a.5.75; western cows $2.75(05.50.
34.500.
Market
Receipts
Hogs

SIZES 6

0;

five

Bulk

higher.

Nov.

Chicago,

3.

Cattle

Receipts
Beeves

35i5.75;
$1.507.75; Texas steers
Blockers
western steers $4.10f6.S5;
and feeders $4.155.50; cows and heifers $2.25 6.50; calves $7.5010.25.

FILLS
CKICHhSTEH SItit.VNO.
yv

fctSSs
I

K'1 ami Hold mctiilicW
t"JxeS sea'cl witli Tiine
V,2
oko n- olhfr.
XAtj
Buyi nt yttwt v a
a i. f, I'll
Ek..n...:
i in I..TPI
2$ iia.um i:r:.vM puj.s ior t&'z

f

r

14,
TO

$14.00

VALUES IN AUTHENTIC
STYLES
FAVORED FABRICS
AND THE NEWEST COLORINGS OF
THE SEASON IN MISSES CLOAKS
RANGING IN PRICE FROM $2.25 To
$9,00 FOR THE LITTLE MISSES, AGE
2 TO 14 YEARS
HATS AND CAPS FOR BOTH BOYS
AND GIRLS IN ALL THE LATEST
STYLES AND COLORS, PRICES To
SUIT EVERYBODY.
THE ABOVE ARE ABSOLUTELY NEW
AND THE MOST
To BE
SEEN.

4.20;

W0. Market ten higher.

$1.50

IN MANY

$S.10lt8.55; light $8.40ii$.60.
Market
Receipts 7,000.
Sheep
lambs
steady. Muttons $3.754.50;
$5.25C. 6.75; fed wethers and yearlings
$3.75(54.75; fed western ewes $3.50
'

TO

SPLENDID

butchers

and

packers

$7.908.10;

PRICESFROM

heavy

$8 iff 8.55;

in

PERFECTION OF .STYLE AND FINISH.
MANY FABRICS ARE REPRESENTED
IN QUR SHOWING.
SOME ARE ELABORATE OTHERS PLIAN.

UP-TO-D- ATE

years known as lie1-- Safest, Always KelhM
SOLD BY IWI!fiCISTS FVf YW!1ER

W. N. T0WNSEND & CO.
WE ENDEAVOR To TREAT OUR
PATRONS IN SUCH MANNER AS
TO MERIT
THEIR PATRONAGE,

Telephone Red IS and hzve
your orders delivered
TVe following are

THE PRESCRIPTION

CLERK

GINGER ALE,

&

LEMON SODA, IRON BREW,
KLONDIKE FIZZ, COCO COLA,
TABLE MINERAL WATERS.

drinks made from filtered water.

HENRY KRICK, Proprietor
romumnuiinuimmmimiiuiniuinCTimanmiiiiJ

5n

CLARENDON
GARDEN
R V.BOYLK

Mgr.

POULTR!

RIPE FRUIT NOW

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL

DESIGNS.

YARDS

KRESH LAID EOGS every tlsj
Chickens
WyandotteH.
clean wholesome food
only. No chance of Tuberculosis (terms nor Ptomaine polsonlnxi
A FEW FAT HENS FOR EATING.

fare bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White
sre yarded in the orchard under the trees and fed ou

PHARMACY
Stripling-Burrow- s

AH

CUREJDON

THE CAPITAL
Successors to

WILD CHERRY,

6ANTA FE BOTTLIKG WORKS.

PHARMACIST

puts up our prescriptions.
The ingredients are full strength,
fresh, and of the best standard
makes. In case of sickness you make
no mistake in having your prescrip-- ;
tions put up by us.

cool and inviting1

ROOT BEER,

must know his business thoroughly
when putting up a prescription.
A COMPETENT

to the thirsty as something

sug-este-

Co.

ervice

DAY

WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES

For Electric Irons, Broilers,

'iide!ia!ier

1
'

inner spokes

Santa Fe, N. M.

24 Hour Electric

We ae Agents

f.t

Santa Fe Hdwe. & Supply Co.

1

SlfciHT

le v aie .tr.wi,
lull).
a t v. ea krs!

Agents

., 01

,.t

other.

j

MARKET KEPORT

r

tS.

Studebaker

tfir-tri-

j

PHONE
No 26

y.ws

Uni'.ed Si.ui ! Oovt rnm-.-i.- t
mil probably 80S
flCilOT t! ill 111,; OU..II.UV VV.or.iM.
'i
baker Inil.s !i;e l.o Le in liiametor
A
furii,l,iii a pio; er
f,,r tie; spoke T
11 soimi.in
tiey are treateo w ia a
wini.il
fitly
ados to tiieir we.itiier r"-1:' trinities.
lie Mniiebiil-.eiioithlc r sj,.-leso
one of the
itrealest i!;;i.r,,v.;iiiell!s
III
wane in Pinitliiie- j
the
firmest
ot
timoe.it
uood into the
fatly

We Are the

'

Small Button.

211

Tliere is no tltmln
qualiiies of Sludebaker wag.eis, carriaj;es
ami Harness.
li s Ihe material Mi.it
ii
,1
puis me way they are mate-- .
Kttdebak r fatii, vw,Kos letve axles
than other,,,
from select.;.! bciitc et

w-- re

Mushrooms.

K a f'li m

lasts

M

l

&

m--

vou use it.

!

Also Hotel Choice

to you of a vi.iton, a
i.f Ij.imkss

t
.1

!

NEW MACKEKEL
FRESH BONELESS CODFISH
HOLLAND HERRING
IMPORTED SMOKED SARDINES
NOW
SARDINES IN CLIVE OIL- IN STOCK

p.uy,5

iv

it

.

N. B

J

7

li'.-.-

and See

Vall them in

Light Company

Vjp&t&XlOll
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Tiie Girl Who Lives Alone

St. Louis Rocky ML &

Pacific

Company.

Railway

NEW MEXICO

GENERAL OFFICES-RAT- ON
In

(Kfiid Down)
1

Miles

10

I

a ni

pm

30

7
7

I.v

(i
4
11
16

411

If)

'J 10
9 35
111

:to
2 47

7

3 07
3 45

4S
55

5 00
5 10
5 18

Cunnlnphain

Sl'restou.
Junction .. ...
Koehler
'.T..
'jicioirax
Crrososo
....
r,v
(Mninrron
Cimarron
An
Nash
Harlan

Koehlei-

vv

Houteo

a t Jta

i'.vrli.

00
SO

3
3
3
2
2

30
15
05
45
25
55

1

SO

9 49
82
8 55

I.

8 20
8 02
7 45
8 35
6 27
6 17
6 00
p III

j

pm

S. W. tty, train both North and'South.?
X, M, meets trains at Preston N.lM.
M.. for KHz iiwthtawn. X. M.. at 9:00
in, dally
&

N".

except

Fure Si.uo one way $3.50 round trip; fifty pound hairprae carried free.
l
M lines,
. M-- .
fur tlio smith at 11:11 p. in. .'arrives from the
S. train lviv
C.
South at 4:33 a. in,
iy-i-

A

E. G. DEDMAN,

J. VAN HOUTEN,

Superintendent

V. P. & G. M

F. M. WILLIAMS,
G. P. Agent,

I

111

ASK FOR TICKETS

miY

YOUR FREIGHT

From Santa Feto El Paso, Bisbee,
Douglas and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO

Continental Oil Company

snow-shoe-

'
'

East or West

-

p

long-horne- d

CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
EI Paso & Southwestern
System

The Best Route

j

mm
Smokeless

....

9 05 l"....

.

?

In 15

Ute Park, X. M...Lvi.

,Ar

Colfax wltli K. P.

lUimusvn
statfe
Sund ,

;Ar
I.v

94

SStanv! for Van

'
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3

chewed to a pulp or completely

ruined for future use. Clothes, bed-- i
ding, towels, table cover and dishes
all In one indiscriminate heap
whether she attends college or goes to business, needs the were
upon the floor.
Perfection Oil Heater. It will heat a cold, cheerless
The board floor was broken through
boarding house or dormitory room and make it livable. It in fifty places by the feet of the heavy
is always a ready help in the many animals. Their swinging horns had
knocked down from the walls all the
things women do for themselves canned goods boxes which he had nail-- '
in their rooms. With the damper ed up for bookcases and shelves. His
top opened it will heat water for kerosene lamp reposed calmly on the
tea or cocoa ; it will dry the small middle of a pile of what had been his
blankets, through which the oil
articles that a woman prefers to bed
from the broken lamp had thoroughly
wash herself in her own room. It soaked.
will quickly heat an iron or curling
Winter Duty and Adventure.
It was apparent that when the ran-- !
tongs; quickly dry wet shoes or
skirts an ever ready help for the ger had gone away the morning before
he had left the door either open or un- woman who lives alone, dependcattle had gone
fastened. The
ent on her own resources. The inside in searchrange
of salt, and while
they were crowding about in the little
room the door had been accidentally
closed and latched.
The party ate a late supper about
, one o'clock
the next morning at the
ranch from which the lost ones had
odorless
Absolutely smokeless and
started.
. 3
Many of the stations are only sum-- i
is invaluable in its capacity of quickly giving heat. It will burn
abiding-place- s
odorless
mer
and
;
away up in the
is
smokeless
It
one
with
safe,
hours
nine
filling.
where the ranger can look
mountains,
has a cool handle and a damper top.
is put in
after t,he sheep grazing there in the
An indicator shows the amount of oil in the font. The filler-caautomatlike a cork in a bottle, and is attached to the font by a chain. It has an
alpine meadows, and watch for
high
ic-locking
prevents the wick from being
llame spreader, whichto remove
forest fires. They are occupied but
so
the
back
and
is
and
drop
to
easy
turned high enough
smoke,
a short time, and when the winter
.
wick can be quickly cleaned.
snows come and the sheep drop down
The burner body or gallery cannot become wedged, and can be unscrewed
into the lower country, the ranger folin an instant for rewicking. Finished in japan or nickel, strong, durable, well
made, built for service, and yet light and ornamental.
lows, with his belongings packed on a
Dealers everywhere,
i; r.ot at yours, write for aesenptwe arauar
horse, and tawes up his winter quartto the nearest agency oj the
ers below the line of heavy snow.
During the winter the ranger has
Incorporated)
plenty to do. In Colorado, during the
fall of 1908, an early and very heavy
snowstorm caught the cattle up In the
regions, where the snow fell to
higher
are
and
eastern
in
the
states,
cipally
TRIALS AND JOYS
of four feet or more. Most of
a
depth
short
of
their very
OF FOREST RANGERS. so called because
stockmen
were away on the fall
the
horns, and to distinguish them from roundups in the valleys below, and
in
the
raised
cattle
in
Examination
the
Ordeal He Must Pass
the rangers knew that many cattle
state of Texas."
and Multifarious Duties That Are
were snowed in and suffering for food.
saw, car
"Given an ax, cross-cu- t
His Afterwards.
The supervisors gathered their men
a
and
auger,
large
penter's square
s
and on
together,
they
would
take
how long do you think it
(VV. C. Barnes in the Youth's Companinto
their
worked
the
way
high mounyou to cut and trip the logs and erect
ion.)
aftain parks, leading saddle-horse- s
Finally, when everything is loaded a log cabin twelve by fourteen up to ter them to break the trail.
one
for
of
the square. leaving openings
upon the horse, and the last loot
When one horse was worn out, anthe lash rope has been made fast, the door and two
took his place until they bad
other
exami-answered
!
ten
about
of
the
"Just
years,"
forest officer in charge
a trail through the deep snow
nation mounts his own horse, and tak- the frank applicant, whose knowledge broken
and reached the starving cattle. Hunan
of
the
and
halter-ropof
the
of
handling
the
loghouses
packhorse,
ing
were thus released which other- leads him away from the spot, in or- ax had probably been limited to his dreds
would
wise
have starved to death in a
Crusoe."
der to test the stability of the pack. reading of "Robinson
When the aspirant has passed the few days more. Most of them had alcases out of a hundred
In ninety-ninways been shut up for over ten days,
the animal has not taken fifty steps various tests, donned the
before the pack begins to wobble and) uniform which is generally worn by and had, in their extremity, gnawed
from the trees and bushes more
slip. The next moment it is under its the men in the field, and reported to twigs two inches
thick.
than
he
for
animal
is
some
forest
duty,
and
the
unfortunate
supervisor
belly,
Near
Willof
Creek,
Wyoming, in the
matter
what
no
soon
discovers that,
industriously engaged in distributing
of 1907, Supervisor Zeph Jones
it over the surrounding landscape with his previous business has been, there spring
of the forest service, with his rangers
astonishing recklessness and abandon. is plenty to learn in his new
some citizens of the little town,
and
collectWhen the wreckage has been
The service furnishes him with a lit- - rescued from starvation two hundred
ed once more, the candidate is shown
were snowed up in
head of elk
a double-riggecowboy saddle with tie cabin away up in the mountains
mountains
near
the
there,
it
of
is
it
somewhere.
so
logs;
Possibly
forth,
bridle, blankets, rope, and
A fund was raised with which to
thrown in a pile on the ground. These may be of adobe in some regions, and
tons of it
and twenty-fivhe is told to place upon the back of sometimes of rough slabs. Always it buy hay,
in to a point as close as
were
!for
packed
and
sufficient
is
comfortable
his'j
the horse in the shortest possible time,
possible to the elk. Then a trail was
mount, ride up the road for a hundred needs. If there is land about the cabin,
mead-broken, over which the weak and aland
be
will
a
there
and
hay
outfit
garden
remove
the
and
back,
yards
most dying animals were worked to
garden-truccan
his
raise
he
where
ow,
it
the
ground.
upon
place
the feed. There is scarcely a winter in
no
If
feed
for
his
horses.
and
Time is called on him from his first,
the Rocky mountain region that the
movement, and if he is not used to the farming land is available, there will
are not called on to do this
e
and its various be a pasture of a couple of hundred rangers
western
of
work.
sort
land
so
of
or
acres
rough
a
bad
grazing
parts he will probably make as
Near Pike's Peak, in Colorado, last
for his
job of it as he did with the pack. Like sufficient
was packed by twro ranEvery ranger must mount himself, winter hay
as not he will draw up the flank cinch
on snow-shoe-s
gers
through a very
one
some
horse
on
stat'ons
while
and
too tight, and the horse will hump up
snow
several
for
miles, to save
deep
two
most
in
will
do
the
work,
places
a little when
his back and "crow-hopfrom starvation a band of fifty or more
are
necessary.
he
when
mounts.
'
the rider
Perhaps,
mountain-sheewhich
had been
The stations are situated with a
undertakes to strip the saddle at the
in an early storm. And the
caught
close of the test, he will, in his haste view to the necessities of the rangers'
rangers paid for the hay out of their
and inexperience, forget to loosen the work. Often they are miles from any own
pockets!
back
of
the
and
out
or
setlement
ranch,
flank cinch. This article pulls
into the horse's flank, and this being beaten track of travelers. As fast as
Mr. Otto Paul, Milwaukee,
Wis.,
a ticklish spot, away goes the animal, possible the government Is connect- says Foley's Honey and Tar is still
so
saddle
with
that
them
telephone lines,
ing
snorting and kicking at the
more than the best He writes us,
hanging at his heels, until he is free during the fire season or in other "All those that bought it think it is
emergencies quick communication the best for coughs and colds they
from it.
may be had with every ranger.
are
answers
by
ever had and I think it is still more
given
Many amusing
Once a ranger in a New Mexico for
in
of
some
to
the questions
than the best. Our baby had a bad
applicants
abOne young fellow, est, returning to his cabin after an
cold and it cured him in one day.
the examinations.
two
in
the
of
sence
up
picked
days,
Please accept thanks." Sold by The
asked to give the methods he would
two
man
women
and
a
timber
young
Capital Pharmacy.
employ in putting out a forest fire, who were lost. It was late in the
day,
stated that he would take a wagon,
none
of
had
eaten
and
them
since
load it with water barrels, fill them at
so the ranger sugHOTEL ARRIVALS
the pump, and then haul them to the early that morning,all
that
go with him to
,
they
gested
sprinkling-potsscene of the fire and, with
his cabin, and promised that after a
proceed to quench the conflagra- meal he would escort
Palace.
them down the
tion.
.1. B.
Stewart, Denver; C. W. Weber,
mountainside to the ranch at which
He warned the users of his system
New York; Louis Rosenbach, M. A.
they were staying.
not to take whisky barrels which had
Albuquerque; .H. W. Willis,
Poupart,
at
the
his
Arriving
headquarters,
been burned outinside, for fear the
heard strange sounds issuing D. & R. G.; W. R. King, Lafayette,
ranger
J- w- - Bellingsley, New Orleans;
small pieces of charcoal would fill up from the little
log building. The oneiInd-- ;
the holes in the sprinklers and make window which it possessed was cover: F. H. Thompson, Los Angeles; H. B.
trouble.
ed by a board shutter fastened from Wate, Forest Service; Harry L. RobMore Amusing Answers.
within, and the door was closed tight. erts, San Francisco; W. F. Buchanan,
asked the amount of His first thought was of a bear. That Harry H. McElroy, M. B. Goldenberg
Another,
"grub" he would take for one man on some mighty animal or animals were Tucumcari; J. A. Street, Donald S.
a ten days' trip in the mountains, inside was evident from the uproar.
Stewart, Tucumcari; Mr. and Mrs.
where a packhorse was the only
The two girls were sent to a safe MacDonald, Mattoon, 111.; Henry Shep-ard- ,
means of transportation, gave the fol- distance, and the man was stationed
Chicago; A. Stuart, Lincoln.
Claire.
hundred on his horse a short distance from the
lowing list: Flour, one
ten pounds; cabin his 22 caliber rifle in his trembA. E. Chambers, Albuquerque; H.
pounds; bakingpowder,
bacon, two sides; salt, five pounds; ling hands. Then the ranger, with his V. Knight, Denver; H. G. Linger, Coloone dozen
dried fruit, ten pounds;
ready for immediate action, rado Springs; B. Romero, Las Vegas;
H. E. Baer, Chicago; Matthew Howell,
cans each of tomatoes, corn, peas, and crept up to th3 door.
as many cans of pears, peaches and
which hung Long Beach, Calit.; J. A. Thorn, BrisTaking the latch-strinother canned fruits as he could take outside, firmly in his hand, the ranger tol Wis.; Mrs. J. C. Lucas, Vermont;
care of in the pack a bill of supplies gave it a stiff pull and the door a J .M. Davis, Chicago; E. M. Rose-brinsufficient for ten or more men for quick push jnwar(i( jumping back, at
Lordsburg.
Gregg's.
almost the same moment, to the corluai unit;.
4
Winifred Kilburn, Moriarty; Mr.
Still another, asked to define sectio- ner of the cabin. There was a momenn-lines,
wrote opposite the question, tary silence, and then, with a crash of and Mrs. Avilene, Boise, Idaho; J. D.
"The lines between the north and the boards and cracking of horns out Hart, William H. Dicks, Golden; Wil
dashed two range cows and a huge liam Musgrave, Cerrillos; J. A. Wood,
south during the war."
Kansas City.
"Tell what you know about the bull.
Coronado.
One who has never seen such a
breed of cattle known as shorthorns,"
George L. Madden, Albuquerque; D
brought forth this reply from another wreck can have but little idea of the
condition of the interior of the ran- Angel, Galisteo; J. E. Martinez, Tino
aspirant:
"Shorthorn cattle are raised prin- - ger's cabin. Everything eatable was Pass, Colo.; James R. DeMotte, Stanley; Juan H. Martinez, Chamita.

.JStfffl
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Shortest Line to Denver,
Colo. Springs and Pueblo
TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS
CITY OFFICE IN

&

AT

NEW MEXICAN BLDG
or

UNION DEPOT.

R0SWELL AUT0C0. ROSWELL NEW MEX
Carrying the U. S. mall and passengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
Roswell, N. M., connecting with the
El Paso & Southwestern and Bock Isand the Atchison,
land Railroads
Topeka & Sania Fe Railroad.
Leave Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., arrive
tu Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
Iieave Roswell at 12:30 a. m. arrive
in Vaughan at 6 p. m.
Baggage allowance ol 50 lbs. to
each regular ticket, excess baggage at

the rate of

$5.00 per hundred lbs.
Special automobiles furnished to ac
commodate any number of passengers
to make special connections with an;
train at Vaughn, also to connect with
New Mexico Central Railroad at Tor
ranee for Santa Pe, N. M., by com
municating with Manager of the Ros
well Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at
least 24 hours in advance. Rate foi
special $40.00 to accommodate four or
fewer passengers to either point

J. W. STOCKARD, manager
TIMETABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAINS

WOODY'S HACK LINE
Prom

The foHowing arn the time tables
BARRANCA TO TAOS
of the local railroads:
Meets Both North
South
A. T. & S. F. Ry.
Leave
Bounds
Trains.
8:00 a. m. connect with No. 3 west.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ol
9:40 a. m. connect with No. 10 east.
4:00 p. m. connect with No. 1 west. the north bound train and arrives at
I'aos at 7 p. m.
5:20 p. m. connect with No. 2 east.
Ten miles shorter than any other
4
m.
No.
connect
with
east.
7:30 p.
Good covered hack and good
vay.
No. 7 west. 8:50 p. m. conect with
teams.
No. 8 east, and No. 9 west.
10:20 a. m. with conection from No.
3

west.

12:10 p. m. with connection from
No. 10 east
6:05 p. m. with connection from No.
1

west.

7:30 p. m. with connection with No.
? east.
9:45 p. m. with connection from No.
No. 7 west.
11:30 p. m. with connection
No. 8 east, No. 9 'west.

4

east,

from

FARE SST S5.00
MPEKUL LAUNDRY
For Best Laundry Work
basket leaves Monday Tuesday
Returns Thursday and Friday.
AGENCY' at O. K. Barber Shop

Above effective October 1st.
D. & R. G. Ry.
Leave 10:15 a. m. for north.
Arrive 3:35 p. tn. from north.
Mrs.FO. BROWN Agent-PhonNew Mexico Central Ry.
No. 23 Red
Leave 7:30 a. m. connects with No.
34 east and 33 south and west
Arrive 8 p. m. with connection from ' If you want anywitng on earth
No, 33 east; No. 34 south and west a New Mexican Want Ad.

-

Every woman's i;uw. thrills at the
cooing and prattling cf a baby, and
moiherhood i3 her highest and purest
joy. Yet the Buttering incident to
this great consummation of her life's
desire, robs the anticipation of some
of its sweetness. Most of this can
be avoided by the use of Mother's
Friend. This great remedy prepares the expectant mother's system for the com
ing event, and i;s use makes her comfortable during all the term. Mother's
Friend assists nature in gradually expanding all tissues, muscles and tendons, it
strengthens the ligaments, keeps the breasts in good condition, and brings the
woman to the crisis in healthful physical condition. The regular use of
Mother's Friend lessens the pain
when baby comes, and assures a
quick and natural recovery for the
mother. For sale at drug stores.
Write for free book for expectant
mothers.
BEADFEELD EEGTJLATOE CO.,
Atlanta, Oa.
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Danderine is quickly and
thoroughly absorbed i.v inc scalp
md the hair scon shows the

PROVE

easy louse simp!) apov
X to the scalp and lu'.sr
once a day until (he
hair begins to grow,
then two or thrse
times a wefk till
desired results are
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effects of its wonderful.
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A lady from California writes
in substance as follows:

i

'.

'w.j v

mil

j

r

liave been usinn your wuinifr-fu- l
KeviTitl months
tmlr ttmic
and.it last lum nw htttPftPdwlih a
wond'.' rful eiift. of tiafrthat measures over 4 incUen lu length: the
braid Ik over 8 notion around.
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Another from New Jersey:

After usintf Rlxih bottle I
am liappy to fifty that I Imve an
nice a head of lialr hh auvone lu
New Jersey.

Great
can now be
ing Remedy
had at all druggists in three sizes,
25c, 50c and $1.00

This

Hair-Gro-

w

per bottle.
Cut

This
Out

a To show how quickly
CyA
r
IanrieriTie acw.we
will Read a large sample free
by return mall to an v one who
BeudB thin free coupon to the
Know ton Dandtnnt Co., Chicago,
wfth thelrname and addresB
and 10c In silver or stamps
to pay postage.

Sir

viAid

ww4i

I r

j

!p0

delaria. A number of witnesses who
saw the affair testified that the assault was unwarranted and that
was minding his own business
at the time. It is believed that Cande-larihad shortly before had some
trouble with som trackmen and that
he mistook Altavarre for another mak
and made the attack upon him.
is held in the county jail and
will probably be given a preliminary
hearing today.

to This
Miss
pal of
in last
mother,

Region."
Nancy Bergen, former princithe Deming high school, came
night from Indiana with her
and will visit Mrs. M. J. Mo- ran, her sister. Miss Bergen was met
at the train by a number of her former
pupils and given an enthusiastic reception.
The house of Samuel Nuba, porter
at the Tricomolican barber shop, was
burglarized a few nights ago, and $2
in money stolen. No clew to the theft
has been found.
W. A. Cowan and family returned
to Deming after a thirty days' visit in
Alamogordo.
Miss Allie Lester, sister of Lee O.
Lester, arrived from St. Elmo, Alabama. She will spend the winter with

Alta-varr-

Can-delar-

TRINIDAD FOLLOWS EXAMPLE
OF SANTA FE.

Ed Mendall, relief agent of the
Wells Fargo Express Co., who has
been in charge of the office here for
the past thirty days has returned to
Douglas, Ariz., for duty.
Roy B. Cutler, the regular Wells
Fargo agent at Deming, has returned
from h'is thirty day vacation, which
he spent in Chicago.
The Luna County Title and Abstract
Company, composed of R. M. Perry
and Lee O. Lester, will soon occupy
new quarters on Gold avenue opposite
W. P. Tossell & Son.
J. T. Clayton, S. P. agent, has gonei
to Los Angeles, Calif., to spend his
vacation.
a
is building
W. F; MacRoberts
four room frame dwelling on his
farm five miles southeast of town. J.
W. McCartney is building a three room
dwelling on his claim eight miles
southeast of Deming. Mr. Asberry,
lately from California, is building a
three room dwelling on his tract of
land four miles east of Deming. W.
H. Canwilde is building a six room
adobe dwelling one mile northwest of
town. The dwelling of L. A. Hard-wic- k
two miles northwest of town is
about completed.
The Diamond A. Cattle Company

Trinidad, Colo., Nov. 3. Mayor
Daniel L, Taylor today placed in the
hands of the city treasurer $5,000 to
be used in the erection of a bronze
statue of Kit Carson.
The statue is to be placed in Kit
Carson park, a beautiful tract within
the city limits which was given to
Trinidad four years ago by Mayor
Taylor.
The statue will be a replica of an
old portrait of Carson, showing him
standing, rifle in hand, at the side of
his favorite horse. Mayor Taylor
knew Carson during his lifetime.
A

jpnliHWIiiBlillilllHliH"lwMIfflllHII

qt

NEW MEXICO CENTRAL

EL PASO TEXAS
,$13.40

are making extensive improvements
at the Apachetejo ranch.
Roy Thomas, former night clerk at
the Harvey house, has gone to San
Marcial to work as brakeman on the
Santa Fe.
Walter Jones is shipping several
car loads of cattle today.
Mrs. Edgar Hepps
sister, Miss
Bessie Walker has accepted a position in the postoffice.
J. W. Billingsley of the Fred A.
Jones Co., New Orleans, is in Deming
pumping
irrigation
investigating
The Jones company is makplants.
ing an investigation of water conditions at Alamogordo with a view to
developing that section by means of
pumping water for irrigation.

DATES OF SALE
Oct. 27-- to Nov. Sth.
RETURN-LIMI-

T

Nov. 8th. 1910.

DAYLIGHT TRAINS

,

SCOTH
RITES,
REUNION,

CORONER'S JURY HOLDS
MARGARITO CANDELARIA.
Evidence Given to Show That He
tally Injured Track Hand With
a Steel Wrench.

Fa-

SANTA FE, N. M.
Nov. 7,8 & 9th.

Albuquerque, N. M., Nov. 3. That
Feliciano Altavarre came to his death
as the result of a blow or blows in-flicted on his head with a steel track
wrench in the hands of Margarito Can-delaria, was the verdict rendered yes- terday afternoon by the coronor's jury
which was held over the body of Altavarre, who died Tuesday morning.
Altavarre was injured Saturday even j
ing and lived only about sixty hours,
Will Thomas, a Santa Fe conductor,'
was the principal witness at the Inquest yesterday. He saw the whole affair and said that Altavarre was
struck by another man, with a track
wrench after having first been struck
with a large rock and knocked to the
eraht. Mr. Thomas ran to his caboose

For this occasion the S inta Fe
will sell tickets from
In
New Mexico to Santapoints
Ve and

j

return at one and one tilth fare
for the round trip

j

Dates of sale Nov. 4 to 8th
Return limit Nov. 13th.
SANTA FE All The Way.

i

y

Every

ed.

''

e

a

her brother.

OF PORTER IS
VISITED BY BURGLARS. after Altavarre had been struck, se- cured a revolver and held Altavarre's
New Orleans Visitor at Deming is Inassailant until the arrival of Deputy
vestigating Subject of Pumping
Sheriff Felipe Trujillo. Trujillo tes-- i
for Irrigation.
titled that the man turned over to him
Mr. Thomas was Margarito Can- by
M
follow3.
N.
The
Nov.
Deming,
ing Demingites are attending the El
Paso fair: B. Y. McKeyes, J. A.
and wife, Mrs. Henry Meyers,
18 lnteresuja turn biiouki &iijw
.
vont the wonderful
Dr. and Mrs. J. G. Moir, John Corbett
MARVELWhirlingSpray
and wife, Dick Hudson and wife, and
BOW
IlW
Kii Priniiw
cum t
Bill Howard.
jjrsi iii usiiciaanKB
lent, it
W. E. Holt, editor of the Graphic,
ittantly.
and wife, leave tonight for El Paso Aut ymv drugirtrtforlt
he cannot buddit tb
where they will visit the fair. Mr. If
accept no
MARVEL,
hnf oaryA ..amn for
Holt is on the program for an address A.haw
It gfTM
Ulrottated
before the Southwestern Editor's As- full particular and.dlrectjoni ln- vainame to ladles.
EXAJV
sociation, his subject being "Our Duty
4K.tll8d Street. MEW
HOME

Grows

CAN HAVE BEAUTIFUL

'VERYBODY

H9
Excursion Rates

j

EL PASO, TEX.
113.40

Dates of Sale
Oot.27 to Nov. 5th,
Return limit. No?. 7, 1910.
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WINTER
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RATES
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Section 1. The judicial power of
the census of 1021, the legislature tion for representatives in congress,
shall have power to increase the num- for the term of four (4) years, begin- this state shall be vested in the Senate
ber of justices of the supreme court ning on the first Monday of January wnen sitting as a court of impeach-- ;
to five (5); provided, however, that next succeeding
his election and 'iicnt, a supreme court, district c ourts,
no more than two of said justices shall qualification, except as herein othercourts, justices of the peace,
be elected at one time, except to fill wise provided, who shall keep all the ?nd such courts in cities and towns
"My mother died six years a?o," writes Miss Ruth
a vacancy.
public records, books and papers of inferior to the district courts, as may
Ward, of Jerseyville, 111., "and left me to care for six
WAXTKI) Good nrilk cow. Apply
Sec. 11. The justices of the su- the county, record conveyances, and be stablished by law.
children. I had never been strong; and this, with the shock
to George (I. Hayward.
court
an
shall
the
of
clerk
each
of
receive
duties
the dis
preme
Substitute for Section 4.
perform
of her death, was too mixli for me.
annual salary of six thousand dollars trict and probate courts, for the coun- .Sec. 4.
The supreme court of the
1
"1 tailed in health.
FOIt liKNT One large front fur-- ;
was tired all the time and did
($6,000.00), payable .quarterly by the ,ty in which he was elected, and such state shall consist of three (:j) justic-jenot
to
want
niabed room. Mrs. Cramer. 110 Grand.
go
anywhere, nor care for company. I had
state.
other duties as may be prescribed by
who shall be nominated and elect-'ee- l
the headache all the time and such bearing-dow- n
Sec. 12. The slate shall be divided law, and who shall receive such com-- i
in the manner hereinafter providpains.
"A very dear friend advised me to take Cardui, as it
for
WAXTKI) Woman
general
for
as
be
besix
law.
into eight (S) judicial districts,
(C) years,
may
provided by
pensation
ed for a period of
.housework family of five. Apply Mrs.
had done her so much good, so I commenced to use il
At the first election for state
each of which a judge shall be chosen
ginnirg on the first Monday of Janu
'A J. Fischer. Game Warden's office,
and now I am in good health."
held under this constitution, ary next succeeding
their election
by the qualified electors thereof, at
f apitol building ft to 12 a. m.
s herein
the general election for representa- there shall be elected a county clerk jan'i q'.'alific ation, except
Vi
tives in congress. The term of office for each county in the state, who shall ot'uc rv.ise provided. The justice hav-- j
WANTED American girl to cook
of the district judges shall be six (0) immediately qualify, as Is now provid- ins received the largest number
of
and to do general house work in famyears, beginning on the first Monday ed by law for probate clerks, and who votes at any election for said justices,
ily of two. .Must sleep at home. Ap-- :
in January next succeeding their elec- shall hold office until four (4) years snail be the chief justice, and shall
ply at l.uekc-nbaetion and qualification, except as other- from and after the first Monday in preside at all sessions of the court;
cottage, DonGaspar
avenue,
his
wise provided herein.
thereafter
mornings.
and
until
the
1913,
a!'.l
in
his
absence
January,
remaining
J44
At the first election for state off- successor shall be elected and qualishall determine who shall pre-- ;
The Woman's Tonic
FOIt SAKE - Four little house-- and
constitution, fied.
icers held under this
side in his stead.
v
lots corner Manhattan avenue and
Sec. 26. The state shall be divided
there shall be elected in each of the
Amend Section 10 to read as fol-- :
Women's pains are relieved or prevented and women's
Garcia street, 1. ?:,().
Rent for $50
judicial districts of the state, a judge 'into eight (S) judicial districts, as lows:
strength is quickly restored, by Cardui, the woman's tonic.
month. Lots on K. Manhattan 18x600.
of the district court, who shall imme- follows:
of
Set. 10. After the publication
You yourself know best if you need it, or not
$1."!. Walter Kraul.
The FIRST district shall comprise t,he census of 1920, the legislature
diately qualify, and who shall hold
If you do need it, do not delay, but commence to use
office until six (6) years from and the counties of SANTA FE, RIO AR shall have power to increase the
it at once. Every day of delay, only lets you slide further
after the first Monday in January, RIBA, SAN JUAN and SANDOVAL.
number of justices of the supreme
TYPEWRITERS
down the hill.
The SECOND judicial district shall court to five (o), to bo elected in the
1913, and thereafter until his succes('leaned,
and repaired. New
I
adjusted
of
the
BERNAL
sor shall be elected and qualified.
Don't
counties
time
herein
pro-but
to
manner
the
at
and
take
wait,
Cardui today, for its
comprise
then,
begin
platents furnished. Ribbons and suo-- ;
Sec. 13. The district courts shall ILLO and McKINLEY.
vitird.
use, no matter how prolonged, cannot harm you and will
i. lies.
The THIRD judicial district shall
Typewriters sold, exchanged
have original jurisdiction in all cases
Amend Section 12 to read, as fol-surely do you good.
end rented.
Standard makes handled.
not excepted in this constitution, nor comprise the counties of DONA ANA, ie; vs:
Write to: Ladies' Advisory Dept. ChattanooKS Medicine Co.. Chattanoosa.
ll repair work and
Tena.
ypewriters guar-- !
Sec. 12. The state shall be divided
prohibited by law, and appellate jur- LUNA and GRANT.
for
and
"Home
Treatment
Instructions,
Special
lor
book,
Women," sent free.
anteed.
Fe Typewriter Kx
Santa
The FOURTH judicial district shall into eight (S) judicial districts, tor
isdiction from all inferior courts and
change. Phone Black 231
tribunals, and supervisory control comprise the counties of SAN MI- each of which a judge shall be nomiover the same. The district courts, GUEL. MORA, QUAY and GUADA- nated ."nd chosen by the eiunlified
or any judge thereof, shall have power LUPE.
electors thereof, in the manner heroFOR
SALE Handsome
quarter
to issue writs of habeas corpus, manThe FIFTH judicial district shall in provided. The term of o'iice of the
sawed
oak
desk, roller top, filing de-eithshall
of
the
roll
ca'l
the
followmatters,
.dispose
probate
Upon
cer- comprise the counties of ROOSEbe
six
damus, injunction,
clisii'jc.t judges shall
(6) years.
spacious and in Al condition
and all other VELT, CHAVES, EDDY and CURRY. beginning on the first Monday of er in term time or vacation, as may ing members were found present. Cost $100 will sell for
tiorari, prohibition,
$00. Also have
C ounc ilnien
Ije provided by law.
LoBaca.
Alariel,
Gable,
or
remedial
necessary
SIXTH
otherwise
The
writs,
judicial district shall January next succeeding their elecone substantial desk in splendid concommence
in
Prosecutions
may
and
pez
their
Absent:
Ortiz and dition for
.Moya.
or proper to carry into effect
comprise the counties of TORRANCE. tion and qualification, except as other-- i said court by information filed by the
lower price, inquire New
Wheelon.
" isc herein provided.
orders, judgments and decrees; pro- LINCOLN and OTERO.
Mexican
or
as
county
affidavit,
attorney,
by
The SEVENTH
district
16.
judicial
vided, that no such writs shall issue
Section
The
minutes
of September 21st.
Substitute for
may be provided by law.
directed to judges or courts of equal shall comprise the counties of SOof
Sec. 16. After the publication
A jury in the probate court, as in
WAXTKD Men without experience
district
The
CORRO.
and
VALENCIA
SIERRA.
or superior jurisdiction.
the census of 1920, the legislature
Councilman Gable then offered tbe le work at electricity, plumbing, autosection provided, shall consist of
The EIGHTH judicial district shall shall have power to
courts shall also have the power of
the ;this
six ft;) men.
following amendments to an ortli- mobiles, bricklaying. Learn trade in
naturalization in accordance with the comprise; the counties of COLFAX. iulicial districts of the state, to iu- nance concerning the regulation of few months without expense, 200 studT AOS and UNION.
law of the United States.
to
and
crease the number thereof,
ents last year. f:!0,00i) contract jobs.
COUNCIL PROCEEDINGS.
; utomobiles & etc.
In case of the creation of new coun n.ake provision for a district
Until otherwise provided by law, at
court
Write immediately.
REGULAR
SESSION.
1'nited Trade
court
district
2
of
line
in
the
of
That
two
terms
four
shall
Section
have power judge for any additional district.
the
least
ties, the legislature
Santa Fe, X. M.. Oct. 4, 1910." word five be stricken out and the School Contracting Co., Los Angeles.
shall be held annually in each county, to attach them to any proper contiguSubstitute for Section 2".
Council met in regular session at 8 words eight dollars be inserted in lieu
ous district for judicial purposes.
at the county seat.
Sec. 23. At elections for justices
Sec. 27. There shall be elected in of the supreme court and judges of o'clock p. m., with Mayor Seligman thereof, also that the followlne he cycle or other motor vehicle sought
Sec. 14. The qualifications of the
district judges shall be the same as each county by the qualified electors the district courts, no candidates tor in the chair. Cpon roll call the fol- added to Section 9, "which shall be to he operated.
hereinbefore provided for justices of thereof, at the general election for such offices shall be nominated by any lowing members were found present: renewed annually upon the payment
Sec. 9. That
the passing "of
the supreme court. Each district representatives in congress, a judge political party or convention, but nom-- i Armijo, Baca, Gable, Lopez, Moya and of a fee of two ($2.00) dollars." Also the examination upon
as
for in
provided
judge shall reside in the district for of the probate court, for the term of inations for such offices shall be by Ortiz. Absent, Alariel and Whe elon.
to amend Section 11 in line four after Section ,7 of this
ordinance, the presiwhich he shall be elected.
four (4) years, beginning on the first petitions, filed with the secretary of The minutes' of the previous meet- the word
"whistle," to add the follow- dent and secretary of the board ot
See. 13. Any district judge may Monday of January next succeeding state, at least thirty (30) days before ing were read, and upon motion duly
"which shall be sounded when examiners shall furnish such appliing,
at
same
seconded
were
in
back
the
court
referred
county
election
and
a
hold
his
district
any
qualification, except election. Petitions for the nomina-- i
corner or crossing any cant with a certificate of qualification
who lions of justices of the supreme court to the Mayor and City Clerk for pro- rounding any
the request of the judge of such dis- as herein otherwise provided,
street or when passing any vehicle and shall immediately thereafter notitrict. Whenever the pubic business shall receive such salary as may be shn'l be signed by not less than two per corrections.
from the rear."
fy the city clerk of the issuance of
shall require, the chief justice of the provided by law.
Councilman Gable then stated ;hat
;lune!rod and fifty (250) qualified voCouncilman Baca then moved that said license which shall be renewed
disoffcourt
At
election
any
shall
first
state
the
for
some
designate
supreme
ters in the st::te; and petitions for the there were
gentlemen waiting
trict judge of the state to hold court icers held under this constitution, nomination of a district court judge to be heard by the Council, he there- the amendments as presented be a li annually upon the payment of a fee of
in any district, and two or more dis- there shall be elected a probate judge shall be signed by not less than one fore moved that the regular order of proved, upon roll call the same were two ($2. On) dollars
trict judges may sit in any district, for each county in the state, who shall hundred (100) qualified voters of the business be suspended in order to unanimously adopted.
0
Spf.
d
Thot thp maxhmlm
I he ordinance was then read the
or comity, separately, at the same immediately qualify, as is now provid- juciic'.al district.
of .,
'give these gentlemen a hearing,
automobilps
motorcvc,PS mo.
time. In the event any judge shall be ed by law for probate judges, and
was duly seconded and carried. third time preparatory to its passage.
tor vt,hk.leBi and al, olnr venideg
The name of all candidates so
councilman i;aca tnen movect mat within the corporate limits of the city
disqualified for any reason from hear- who shall hold office until four (4) nominated for justices of the supreme
.Mr. Davics then appeared before the'
ing any cause in the district, the par- years after the first Monday in Janu- court, shall be placed on a separate council and in behalf of the local "le ordinance eio now pass as amena !ot Santa Fe sha ,je twe)ve n2) mi(iB
Tne vo,e 'pillS unanimous in )tT
ties to such cause, or their attorneys ary, 1913, and thereafter until his ballot, and shall be voted upon by the lodge of Elks, stated that the Parker rdhmp PX(.pr,t t)iat on t,e gtrPt,ts
of record, may select some member of successor shall be elected and quali- electors at large through the state. arnival Company, would show In the the affirmative
the ordinance was
,he paza lh(J maximura
sl,rroilming
said
determine
to
fied.
and
hear
bar
the
the er,y ior ine periou oi one weeic uneier
The three candidates receiving
f
sneee sb lie
tt miio
as
act
28.
shall
be
Sec.
The probate court
judge pro tempore
cause, and
An ordinance concerning the regu- number of votes shall be de- the auspices of said lodge;, and asked
highest
in
hour
and
corners nwl
lounding
exa court of record, and shtfll have
therein.
of said su- Ithat the license be reduced to the lating in a..lumuueB.
......... c. .eB,
justices-elec- t
the
clared
,)assin tMn)h
Francisco afreet
Sec. 16. The legislature may in- clusive original
jurisdiction in all preme court.
sum of
for that and all other vehicles: the licensing hotweon
he paza and Don
crease the number of district judges probate matters. It shall probate
The names of all candidates so nom- week only.
of chauffeurs, automobiles and other
avenl, ,he maximum speod snall be
of
in any judicial district.
minors,
wills, appoint guardians
inated for judge of the district court
Councilman Gable moved that the
Sec. 17. The judges of the district persons of unsound mind and com- in each judicial district shall be placed
Pr "our. No automo- -e
'license for one week's performance of
-- .j
.u
Vj
bj,e motorcycles, or other motor
courts shall efleh receive an annual mon drunkards; and shall have juris- upon a separate ballot, and shall be
the Parker Carnival Co. be fixed at
the City of Santa Fe:
e ef standing ojj
;hjcIe 8ha
salary of four thousand five hundred diction in all matters of adoption; voted upon by the electors in said twenty-fivdollars, motion duly
dollars ($4,500.00), payable quarterly grant letters testamentary and of adttteet with the engine running
and the candidate
district;
judicial
and
carried.
to
ful to use or
operate any automo
by the state.
ministration, settle accounts of exec- receiving the highest number of votes
bec- nriiat ever-- automobile,
Mr. S. G. Morley appeared before bile or other motor vehicle within the
Sec. 18. Except by consent of all utors .administrators and guardians; in each distric t shall be declared the
an(1 every other motor ve- a
Motorcy''!e'
council
asked
that
culvert
and
;thn
of
Santa
of
the
limits
or
court
jusof
to
city
no
corporate
any
transact all business appertaining
judge
parties,
in said district.
district judge-elec- t
"iPPd with a horn,
jbo built on the ditch running from Fe excepting under and by virtue of ,1!e!e s,ial! be
tice of the peace, shall sit in the trial the estates of deceased persons, minoffi Hillside avenue, through
state
for
election
At.
first
the
Washington t)le al,thorlty of a license or permit as Eiren. or whistle; which shall be sound- mind and
of any cause where either of the par- ors, persons of unsound
the adoption of this consti avenue, upon motion the matter was
pi when rounding corners or cross
hereinafter provided.
ties shall be connected with him by common drunkards, including the sale, cers after
all justices of the supreme referred to the committee on streets
tution,
ings any street or when passing any
the
within
2.
autoand
or
distribution
owners
of
Section
The
any
consanguinity
affinity
settlement, partition
court and judges of the district courts and bridges.
annu- vehicle from the rear; every autoor
shall
mobile
automobiles
pay
degree of first cousin, or in which he of the estates of deceased persons,
and
then suggested
Mr. Morley
shall be elected, who shall immediatea road license for each of such mobile or other motor vehicle, except
may have been counsel, or in the trial and shall have concurrent jurisdiction
of ally
ly qualify, and shall hold office for the asked the council that the name
of which he may have presided in any with the district court in the examinavehicles
the sum of $S; the owners motorcycles, shall be equipped with
of six (6) years from and after Washington avenue, be. changed to
inferior court, or in which he has an tion and disposition of persons of un- term
of motor bicycles, motor cycles ana three lignts, two in front and one n
and
1913,
of
the
first Monday
January,
jTesueiue Road or Avenue,
interest.
sound mind.
other conveniences of like nature shall rear rear light ip.1. Motorcycles
and
until their respective sucGable objected
Councilman
See. 19. No justice of the supreme
Sec. 29. There shall be elected in thereafter
pay an annual road license for each shall bo equipped wi.n ne front light-ocessors are elected and qualified.
moved that the suggestion of Mr.
such vehic les the sum of four dol-- ; all other vehicles shall be equipped
court, nor judge of the district court, each precinct, in the state, except as
On the second Tuesday in May, jilorley's be denied, motion seconded lars and the owner or owners of bicy- with a front
shall accept or receive any compen- herein otherwise provided, at such
light All lights shall be
and
carried.
cles shall pay annually a road license lighted within forty-fivsation, fee or allowance, perquisite or times as may be provided by law, one 191S. and every six (6) years there
minutes, afte!
Reports of the city treasurer, city for each bicycle the sum of one dollar, sunset and until
emoluments for or on account of his justice of the peace and one constable, after, all justices of the supreme court
daylight.
and
magis-- I
courts
marshal
district
said
police
of
ckrk,
city
and
form
office in any
judges
whatever, except who shall hold office for such period,
Section 3. That all present owners
Sec. 12.
all automobiles
or
the salary provided by law.
have such jurisdiction and powers and shall be elected at a separate election, trate were referred to the finance shall within ten (10) days from the other four That
wheeled motor vehicles
other.
none
committee.
and
Sec. 20. No judge of the supreme shall receive such compensation, as held for such purpose
1st day of November, 1910, and all fu shall be
The reports of road overseers,
equipped with some
Additional section after Section 28,
or district courts, while holding such may be provided by law; provided,
and David ture owners shall within ten (10) days tding device when the streets are slip- Alarid
Ricardo
Vadilla,
as
follows:
or
to
elected
read
not
be
shall
shall
nominated,
of
the
office,
that the justices
peace
after the receipt of their automobiles.
There is hereby con- Gonzales were referred to the finance motorcycles, or other motor vehicles pery.
Sec. (28
appointed to any other than a judicial have jurisdiction in any matter or
committee.
office in this state.
controversy in which the title to or ferred upon the probate courts in the
...
of! Sec- n- That none of the Provis- me. iJ wc.e .c- - and on the 1st day of November
.. ,.
ah Dins against ,L
.h
- - n," thU
Sec. 21. All writs and processes boundaries of land is in dispute, or several counties of the state, general,
v""
tnereatter
each
nie
year
application
with
to
finance
committee,
the
ferred
'""7 shall
shall run, and all prosecutions shall in which the debt or sum claimed shall civil and criminal jurisdiction
10 11
of
the
of
Fe
Santa
Se;
clerk
with
,he
instructions
be
city
Jjona
that the same
paid upwith the county; provided,
be conducted in the name of "The be in excess of two hundred dollars
y to v,sltle automobiles, motor
on their approval and'to report to the for such license, and shall in suchi'lpP
State of New Mexico."
($200.00), exclusive of interest.
however, that such courts shall in no
or
cycIes or other motor vehicles,
1910.
the
6.
(autoOct.
type
specify
on
application
council
suThursday,
At the first election for state off- case have jurisdiction in civil cases in
Sec. 22. Each justice of the
or chauffers thereof,
- owners,
drivers,
kind
a
(gasopetimavor
then
mobile,
The
mortorcycle,
etc.),
presented
preme court and judge of the district icers after the adoption of this consti- any amount exceeding one thousand
T 'heir arrival
a number of residents line steam, electric, etc.), and make untu ten 10 days
court, before entering upon the duties tution, there shall be elected a justice dollars ($1,000.00), exclusive of inter- jtlon signed by
within the city of Santa Fe.
of his office, shall take and subscribe of the peace and constable for each est; nor in any action for malicious of the city of Santa Fe. asking that (factory name) or motor vehicle for
moving picture; wnicli license ts sought, giving tne, cec. n. mat any person violating
an oath or affirmation that he will precinct in the state, who shall Imme- prosecution, divorce and
alimony, the
from giving any factory number of same.
j'he provisions of this ordinance, up-support the Constitution of the United diately qualify as is now provided by slander or libel; nor in any action show he prohibited
Sec. 4. That upon receipt of such on convitcion thereof in the court of
States and the constitution and laws law for justices of the peace and con- aeainst officers for misconduct In of exhibitions in the city.
Upon motion of Councilman Gable application properly signed by the ap the police magistrate, shall be fined
of this state, and that he will faith- stable, and who shall hold office until fice; nor any action for the specific
seconded the petition was unani- - piicant under oath, and accompanied for the first offense not to exceed ten
the
sale
the
contracts
first
duly
the
for
and
of
two
from
after
nerformance
(2) years
fully and impartially discharge
his
of
for
to
therebest
in
the
mously laid upon the table.
of real estate; nor
duties of his office
by the necessary fee provided for in ($10) dollars; for the second offense
any action
Monday in January, 1913, and
The petition of E. L. Wheeler was Se tIon 2 0f this ordinance, it shall not less than ten ($10) dollars nor
ability, which oath shall be filed in the after until their respective successor the possession of land; nor in any
office of the secretary of state.
shall be elected and qualified.
matter wherein the. title or bounda- referred to the committee on streets be the duty ot the cerk of Hje cjtJ. ot more than twenty-fiv($25) dollars;
or and bridges.
Sec. 23. District judges in their reSec. 30. Appeals shall be allowed ries of land may be in dispute,
Santa Fe to issue unto said applicant for the third offense not less than
The mayor presented the name "f a icense bearing a number. Said twenty-fivspective districts and justices of the in all cases from the final judgments drawn in question ; nor to order or de($25) dollars nor more
peace in their respective counties, and decisions of the probate courts cree the partition or sale of real es- uernarao uaca as coy pouceuiuu, i license shall be in force for a period than one hundred ($100) dollars or the
Medrano.
Valentin
of
take
the
displace
tate- nor in criminal cases other than
shall be conservators of the peace, and justices of the peace to the
of one year from the date thereof.
revoking of all riglus granted under
and may hold preliminary examina- trict courts, and in all of such appeals as examining and committing magis Upon roll call the name of Bernardo
5. Upon receipt of such license any of the provisions
See.
of this ordi-i- t
a
trial shall be had de novo.
tions in criminal cases.
trates and trials of misdemeanors in Baca was duly confirmed by unani
shall be the duty of the applicant nance, or both.
Sec. 24. There shall be a district at
Sec. 31. In case of a vacancy in which the punishment cannot be im- mous vote.
io. i uai an examination iees,
the ur uwuer "L buciibuiouiouhb or oiuer
The mair then presented
torney for each judicial district, who the office of justice of the supreme prisonment in the penitentiary, or in
to cause to be placed, license fees, and fines collected under
vehicle
mtor
road
as
Alarid
Seferino
of
of
who
names
shall be learned in the law, and
court, judge of the district, probate which the fine cannot be in excess
of' $60 per at his own expense, upon his car In this ordinance shall be turned over
shall have been a resident of New court, or justice of the peace, the one thousand dollars ($1,000.00); and supervisor at the rate
places, front and rear to the city clerk of the city of Santa
Mexico for three (3) years next prior same shall be filled in such manner Drovided further, that this section month, and Pedro Quintana, as road conspicuous
rear
lamp,' in large num- - Fe and be immediately placed in the
$H0 per (opposite
of
rate
at
the
tax
collector
in
to his election, who shall be the law as may be provided by law.
any
become
operative
shall not
oers
no
man
3 lncnes in nelgnt city roaa iuna.
less
mnntb
salarv
of
officer of the state and of the counties
Impeachment.
county in this state until the people
Sec. 16. That all ordinances or
within his district, who shall be electUpon roll call both names were the corresponding number of such
Sec. 32. No judicial officer shall minVi rnnntv nt the first election held
parts of ordinances in conflict hereconfirmed by the council, cense with S. F.
ed at the general election for repre exercise his office after an Impeach- under this constitution, or at any subSee. 6. That all persons employed with, are hereby repealed and this
There being no further business the
sentatives in congress, for a term of ment is directed, unless he shall be sequent election held in this state,
four (4) years, beginning on the first acquitted.
shall so determine by a majority vote council adjourned to meet in an ad- as chauffeurs shall pay an occupation ordinance shall be in full force and
session Thursday October 6, license in the sum of two dollars per feet from and after its passage and
And the county
Sec. 33. The governor may make at such election.
Monday of January next succeeding
his election and qualification, except temporary appointment to fill a vacan- commissioners In any county in this 1910.
annum; said license to be procured in publication.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
Passed and approved November 1,
the same manner as heretofore
as otherwise provided herein, and who cy by suspension of an officer by im- state shall, upon the petition or two
Mayor, vided for the procuring of road license 1!,0.
shall perform such duties and receive peachment until be shall be acquitted hundred and fifty (250) of the legal
T. P. DELGADO, City Clerk.
such compensation as may be pre- or until the appointment or election voters of such county, provide for the
The minutes of October 4th, were
for automobiles, motorcycles, and
scribed by law; provided, that,the leg- and qualification of his successor.
read and approved.
Adjourned Regular Session.
other motor vehicles.
submission of such question at such
Sec. 34. All officers not liable to election; and provided further, mat
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 6, 1910.
islature shall have power to increase
The bill of J. G. Schumann for the
Sec 1 Tnat aH person8 before
Council met In adjourned session at thejr AM be ,
,, quaUfled t0
the number of such district attorneys Impeachment shall be subject to re- iu case this section shall so be made
sum of $17.00 for 170 square feet of
five in anv county in 4 o'clock p. m. with Mayor Seligman
and prescribe the limits of the district moval from office for misconduct or
anv .(nmMi.
flagstone was accepted and the same
attorney's districts in any judicial malfeasance in office, in such manner this state, the judge thereof, elected in the chair Upon roll call the fol- - r other motor vehIcle',n tne clty of referred to the finance committee.
district; but no district attorney shall as may be provided by law.
at any subsequent election shall, m
Fe
M satisfactorily Pass an The following members were added
be elected for any district of which Minority Report of the Committee on that event, be a member of the bar.
before the board of ex- - to the finance and street and bridge
examination
he is not a resident.
Anv rase nending in he probate mtjo, Ortiz and Moya.
Judiciary Department.
aminers
by the mayor for committee: Councilmen Alarid and
appointed
At the first election for state officers
The report of the finance commitConvention Hall, November 2, 1910. court, as provided for in this section,
t
ct nil hllla mlr,Et tho ritv whs Buun purpose, loucmng uieir quanu-- Baca,
there To the President and Members of the which the probate judge may be
held under this constitution,
The bill of the New Mexico penitenshall be elected in each judicial distn trv shall be transferred presented and upon motion of Cotin- - cations and knowledge of the
Constitutional Convention:
for supplying labor and material
motor
or
other
tiary
mobiles,
counmotorcycles
shall
was
who
same
same
of
a
of
district attorney,
the
the to the district court
trict
unanimously
Lopez
We, the undersigned minority
for 284 square yards of paving on
immediately qualify, as is now pro above committee, beg leave to submit tv fnr trial: and where there exists approved and the accounts ordered vehicles sought to be operated,
Sec- 8.. That such persons referred San Francisco street, amounting to
vided by law for district attorneys, the following minority report: ,
anv faiiea disnualifying the probate paid
to in Section 7 ot this ordinance shall $437.70, was approved
and ordered
Council adjourned.
and who shall hold office until four
We agree with the majority as to judge for the trial of a cause, of which
ARTHUR SELIGMAN",
prior to taking such examination file paid.
(4) years from and after the first all of its report, with the following the, nrnhate court has Jurisdiction as
Council then adjourned to meet iu
Monday in January, 1913, and there exceptions,
Mayor, their applications with the secretary
In this section provided, the district Attest:
after! until his successor shall be elect
of the board of examiners, accompany- - adjourned session Tuesday, November
T. P. DELGADO, Clerk.
JAMES G: FITCH,
court of such county shall have origied and qualified.
J. L. LAWSON,
lng same with their examination fee 8th.
Regular Session,
nal jurisdiction of such cause.
Sec. 25. Until otherwise provided
G. A. RICHARDSON,
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 1, 1910.
in the sum ol two dollars, and shall (Seal)
Th nrnbate court as provided ioi
A. H. HARLLEE.
by law, a county clerk shall be electCouncil met in regular session at 8 In bucii application specify the type, Attest:
In this section, shall hold a term at
Mayor.
ed in each county at the general elec
Amend Section 1 to read aa follows: least once in every two months, and o'clock, p. m. with Mayor Seligman ir. klnd.'and make of automobile, motor- T. P. DELGADO, City Clerk.
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Majority Report of the Committee on
Judiciary Department.
Convention Hall, November 2, 1910.
To the President and Delegates of the
Constitutional Convention:
We, a majority of your Committee
on Judiciary Department, respectfully
secreport the following thirty-fou- r
tions, and recommend that they be
adopted as part of the constitution.
We herewith return Files Nos. 2,
56 and 110, and Resolution Xo. 2, and
beg leave to report that we have considered the same, and have adopted in
part and rejected in part the recommendations therein contained.
We further respectfully report that
a minority report will be submitted on

this subject.

Respectfully Submitted,
FRANK W. PARKER,

Chairman.
T. B. CATRON,
JOSE AMADO LUCERO,
C. J. ROBERTS,
REED HOLLOMAN,
ALBERT B. FALL,
N. SEGURA,
MALAQUIAS MARTINEZ,
HERBERT F. RAYNOLDS,
JOHN BECKER,
FLOYD C. FIELD.
ARTICLE
Judiciary Department.
Section '1. The judicial power of
this state shall be vested in the Senate when sitting as a court of impeachment, a supreme court, district
courts, probate courts, justices of the
peace, and such courts inferior to the
district courts, as may be established
by law, from time to time in any
county or municipality of the state.
Sec. 2. The appellate jurisdiction
of the supreme court shall be
with the state, and shall extend
to the final judgments and decisions
of the district courts in all cases, except as herein otherwise provided.
Said court shall also have such appellate jurisdiction of interlocutory or

ders and decisions of the district
courts, as may he prescribed by law.
Sec. 3. The supreme court shall
have original jurisdiction in
and mandamus as to all state ofand
ficers, boards and commissions
such other jurisdiction as is conferred
by this constitution; it shall also
have power to issue writs of mandamus, error, prohibition, habeas corpus,
certiorari, injunction, and all such
other writs as are necessary and proper to the complete exercise of its jurisdiction, and to hear and determine
the same. Such writs may be issued
by direction of the court, or any of
the justices thereof. Each of the justices shall have power to issue writs of
habeas corpus to any part of the state
upon petition by or on behalf of a
person held in actual custody, and
make such writs returnable before
himself, or before the supreme court,
or before any of the district courts of
the state, or any judge thereof.
Sec. 4. The supreme court of the
state shall consist of three (3) justices, who shall at the general election for representatives in congress
be elected for a period of six (6)
years, beginning on the first Monday
of January next succeeding their election and qualification, except as herein otherwise provided.
At the first election for state officers
after the adoption of this constitution,
there shall be elected three (3) justices of the supreme court, who shall
immediately qualify and classify themselves by lot, so that one of them shall
hold office until two (2) years, one
until four (4) years, and one until
six (C) years from and after the first
Monday of January, 1913, and thereafter until their respective successors
are elected and qualified. They shall
cause an entry of such classification
to be made of record upon the journal
of said court, and a certified copy of
such entry shall be filed in the office
of the secretary of state. The justice
having the shortest term to serve, and
not holding his office by appointment
or election to fill a vacancy, shall be
the chief justice, and shall preside at
all sessions of the court and in his absence the justice having in like manner the next shortest term to serve,
shall preside in his stead.
Sec. 5. A majority of the justices
of the supreme court shall be necessary to constitute a quorum for the
transaction of business, and a majority o' said justices must concur in any
judgment of said court.
Sec. 6. In case a justice of the suinpreme court shall be in any way
terested in a case, or cases, brought
before such court, or be absent, or in
reany other way incapacitated, the
in
court
may,
of
said
maining justices
their discretion, call in any district
judge of the state to act with them
as a justice of said court, from time
to time, during such Incapacity and
disqualification.
)
Sec. 7. The supreme court shall
hold one term each year, commencing
the second Wednesday in January, and
shall be at all times in session at the
seat of government; provided, that
the court may, from time to time, take
such recess as, in its judgment, may
be deemed proper and consistent with
the due and prompt performance of
its duties.
Sec. 8. No person shall be qualified
to hold the office of justice of the supreme court unless he be learned in
the law, has been in the actual practice of law in this state or the Territory of New Mexico for at least three
(3) years, or whose services upon the
bench of any district court of this
state or the Territory of New Mexico,
when added to the time he may have
practiced law, as aforesaid, shall be
equal to three (3) years; shall he at
least thirty (30) years of age, and a
citizen of the United States; or unless he has resided in this state or
the Territory of New Mexico at least
three (3) years next prior to his elec-

tion.
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new mackerel, codfish, herring, sar- - DR M'CARMACK TO LECTURE
lack of wisdom in providing for every do not pass. It was
indefinitely postdines and other good things mention-- ;
HERE NOVEMBER 11. legislative detail and insisted that the poned.
TOPICS
ed in the new ad in this issue for H.
constitution should confine Itself to
Fine Points of Language.
S. Kaune & C,o. They also make spe-- j
Dr. J. X. McCormaek of Kentucky, fundamental law. A. A. Sedillo insistThe committee on
revision
DM
rial mention of mushroorrs. Read the, will lecture in Santa Fe Friday after- ed that the constitution should pre- and compilation got in style,
its work in the
X
Xlad.
noon and night, November 11. His scribe the duties of the Governor. A. afternoon session in two
places, first
Denver, Colo., Nov. 3 The
Highest Was 62 Degrees Yesterday lectures will be given under the aus- B. Fall replied that the duties, which by the correction of a phrase in the
X forecast is fair weather tonight
Although November is here yester- pices of the Santa Fe County Medical fall upon a chief executive are well measure for giving publicity to camX and Friday, with rising tern- - X day was another of those
perfect days. Association. The first, given in the j understood and implied. A. H. Huds- paign contribution, changing "the first
X perature.
X The weather was pleasant, the sky af ternoon, will he in the Commercial
peth spoke in favor of retaining Sec session of the legislature shall" to
was cloudless and the temperature Club Rooms and the night lecture will tion 9, not because of the duties it im-the legislature at its first session
be
in
Santa Fe Lunch Counter Inside ranged from 30 to (' degrees. The
the capitol.
given
shall." It was also derirfpri hv tho
on
the
but
because
it
poses
governor
Dr. McCarmack is secretary of the
the saloon, "Our Place." All kinds of average relative humidity was 47 per
other officials to render ac- committee that, the lawmaking body
sandwiches and lunches served. P. B. cent. The lowest temperature last slate hoard of health of Kentucky but compels
to
count
an honest governor who can shall be known as the "legislature"
his address is not on technical medic-- :
Bonhannan.
night was 3G degrees which was the al subjects. It is as chairman of the thus suppress graft. Sections 9, 10, and not as the "general assembly" over the objection of Mr. Webb.
Good Home Cooking at the Coffee
temperature at 6 o'clock this morning.
organization committee for the Amer- 11 and 12 were striken out by an afKitchen, Lincoln and Palace avenues.
Weather Observer Linney Home
Rather Indefinite.
of
vote
59.
firmative
Association
Dr.
that
Please order in advance. Phone Black AVeather Observer Charles E. Linney ican Medical
The publicity proposition was by
McCarmack is touring the country
George W. Prichard moved to Mr.
152. I. M. Astler.
accompanied by his Chicago bride,
medical societies and I amend Section 13 so as to provide for in Parsons, who objected to the form
a refined has returned to Santa Fe and this lecturing before
Jean the Matchmaker,
which it had been returned from
in the interest of i succession to the governor in case the
audiences
popular
comedy in which a dog is employed morning received a string of visitors
committee, providing for publithe
no
is
lieutenant
there
oeuer
governor,
urugs,
pure
loon, pure
sanitary
as a matchmaker and results in a
"both before and after the elecoffering congratulations. It was evi- and hygienic conditions, better med- president pro tern of the Senate to city
tion." He wanted some time fixed
novel love episode. Ifs at the Elks'
dent Mr. Linney has become used to ical colleges and better doctors.
be in line for the succession. Charles
Before" and "after" were very indeftonight.
in
for
the
that sort of ceremony,
If there is a need of such bettering Spiess called attention to the fact that
Woman's Aid Society The Womconstant- - (and who doubts that there is?) Dr. the President of the Senate is elected inite. The candidate or the party
were
friends
Windy
Citjhis
an's Aid Society of the Presbyterian
might make publication at
his bride out to McCarmack will explain how the pub- - from only a district while the secre- committee
the
church will meet tomorrow afternoon ly inviting him and
social af-- lie is to be blamed in a measure for tary of state is elected by the entire fore very outset of the campaign, beother
at 2:30 o'clock with Mrs. Charles F. parties dinners and
any corruption had been pracpresent conditions as are the members state and he should follow the lieu- ticed and then
fairs
Easley.
again, they might wait
T. B.
in succession.
12
of the medical profession.
tenant
The
Nov.
governor
,
San
of
Feast
Diego,
for a hundred years after the
..Get a Number.
.nay be the lucky
election
W.
same
view.
took
J.
Catron
the
of
the
the
of
San
patron
Diego,
before making the next
one, for that handsome three piece feast
publication.
Childers moved to refer the report
OFFICERS OF NEW STATE.
Sat- Messrs. Osborn. Jones of va,,r.:
parlor set to be given away at. the Tesuque Indian pueblo falls on
hack to the committee to be revised. and
Elks' November 13. Remember the urday, November 12 and it is an occasCunniff asked that the
As upon previous occasions he warn- proposition
Onei
From
(Continued
Page
be
will
Mass
of
be referred back to the
ion
unsual
date.
rejoicing.
committee so
ed the native people against the "slick
and
after
that it
Mar- celebrated in the morning
Licenses Issued
be put into a form to
Marriage
point but he finally submitted to the lawyers" and was interrupted by make itmight
at the first state
riage licenses were granted today at din!ng the Indians will give their ruling of the chair.
operative
laughter.
election.
Las Vegas to Jose Gabriel Montano, weird dances. Many Santa Feans are
M. Dougherty offered an amend
H.
Chairman Miera at this juncture
Mr. Kingan
aged 20, and Lucia Gonzales, aged 18, going to Tesuque to witness this func- ment to Section 5, to include the com- replied that nothing in
took the proceedings of the commit- the
both of Torres; Leonarda Benavides tion.
constitution could be made to
inissioner of public lands among the tee of the wholte into firm hands, deBack From Arizona Hugh F.
have
and Juan Quintana of Rowe.
officers enumerated and upon motion
out of order Mr. any bearing on the first election.
"
is back from Arizona, where he of H. O. Bursum the amendment was1 clared several delegates
Winsor, who had kept
Marriage Market is Brisk Lorenconand insisted that the committee
asking
zo Delgado, clerk of the probate court has had a government contract to sur- adopted.
as amended fine itself to the matter in hand and questions all day about one thing and
The section
He spent was adopted.
another,
of
at. Las Vegas during October issued vey certain townships.
Mr.
inquired
Parsons
how
the motion pending.
he expected this measure as a constitwenty-fivAt 12:30 p. m. a recess was taken to
marriage licenses. This some time near Bisbee and Duncan
G. W. Prichard accepted the suggestutional
counthe
with
to
provision
have any effort
2 p. m.
number is just two more than were is- and is well impressed
tion that the secretary of state fol- on the first
election, however importsued during September.
try. He says that Arizona is taking as
Afternoon Session,
the lieutenant governor in the suc- ant that election
low
might be.
At the afternoon session, T. B. Cat--; cession for the governorship.
Lawyer's Office Moved At Las much interst In its convention doings
The
Then Mr. Parsons, referring to the
Cruces on Hallowe'en Morgan Llewel- as New Mexico and that the people ron moved that the convention recon-- ; amendment was adopted by an affirmprolonged debate the day before over
lyn's law office was moved to a posi- there are in hopes that a suitable con- sider the resolution ordering parch-- ; ative vote of 69.
me election committee's proposal to
tion in front of the postofRce, several stitution will be drafted at an early ment bond for two copies of the con-- !
All but the first sentence ln Section
a direct primary measure for
signs changed and a large tank given date to admit Arizona to statehood.
stitution. This was done and the reso- 11, and Sections 15 and 16, were mov- adopt
the first election, said: "In that case
Fred Delgado Hurt While riding a lution as
a place of honor on Main street.
for
only
out
provides
ed to be stricken
by G. W.
there was a good deal of useless
Horse Killed by Train "Billy," the fiery horse across the bridge on Don one copy, to cost about $300.
agitation of the atmosphere yesterday."
Af:
com-valuable black saddle horse belonging Caspar avenue Fred Delgado was
The convention then went into
As the New Mexican went to press ter some further discussion Mr. Parto the assistant at the Leasburg di- thrown to the ground and broke one mittee of tne wnoe with E. A. Miera
the committee of the whole was still sons amendment to make the proposivision dam, was struck by the be- of the little bones in his right foot. ln he chair The report 0f the com-Hi- s
working on the report of the Com tion more "definite and certain" was
col-- 1
in
the
sand
that
horse
was
lated Santa Fe
slipped
passenger
mIttee on executive department
lost and the report of the committee
mittee on Executive Department.
side
of
on
east
the
lected
the
bridge
;
train and instantly killed.
..,1,0,, lln
was adopted.
Episcopal Guild The guild of the and fell but Mr. Delgado managed to
A substitute for Section C, offered CUTTING DOWN CONSTITUTION.
The announcement was made yesChurch of the Holy Faith will meet leap from his huge saddle and escape
H. O. Bursum was adopted. An
terday afternoon that Mr. Cooper had
tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock, serious injury. His foot was caught by
amendment to Section 7, offered by
withdrawn from the committee on la(Continued From Page One.)
with Mrs. R. .1. Palen, east Palace under the animal, however, and one
bor and that the vacancy had been
H. M. Dougherty, providing
avenue.
This is a very important of the bones broken. He expects to him and
offor the filling of vacancies in state
The federal relations committee had filled by the appointment Of Mr T.nTio-- wieetlng and every member is request- be around again in a week.
fices by appointment by the governor, recommended the adoption of this jdon, who had been a member of the
ed to attend.
A
Double Wedding at Cathedral
or committee on public service corporawas passed.
without
alteration
proposition
First Friday Tomorrow Tomorrow double wedding was celebrated this
tions. In this connection
An amendment by E. F. Saxon, pro- amendment.
it was
being the first Friday of the month morning at the Cathedral, the Very vided that such
term of
the
first
Cunniff
Mr.
raised
objec- made known to the members yester- appointee's
the usual devotions in honor of the Rev. A. Fourchegu, vicar general, of- office shall not extend
beyond the time tion. He did not believe that It was day that Mr. Cooper had been in reSacred Heart will be held at the Ca- ficiating at the nuptial mass. The
election of the next legislature. necessary to enumerate the diseases. ceipt of an exceedingly
the
for
defamatory
thedral and in the Church of Our Lady couples married were Juan Bautista
The amendment was rejected by a As a constitutional provision it would letter written by Ernest H. Liebel of
oi Guadalupe.
Mass is the Cathedral Martinez and Miss Francisquita
the
"Voice
of the People." From the
vote of 50 to 34. Section 7 was agreed look and sound better without that j
will be at 7 a. m.
whose attendants were B. San- to as amended.
Mr. Parsons alluded sar- same source a printed letter had been
catalogue.
received by each of the mpmhprs Tiro-Died of Typhoid at Las Vegas
doval and Miss Mercedes Lujan, and
Section 8 was amended by striking castically to Mr. Cunniff's highly trainFollowing a brief illness with ty- Jack Douglas Trainor and Miss An- - out that
ed ear and his insistence upon eupho- ing their opposition to the Ellinwood
a
parfor
portion providing
corporation measure. The special atphoid, which he contracted while em- tonita Romero, the bridesmaid being
ny and well rounded sentences.
doning board, this being a matter of
Dr. Tuthill could not see why the tention given to Mr. Cooper was writployed at Cimarron, Abel Gallegos, a T(fiea TTMniea "Holcraflo nH tViA hfQT TYlflTl
pure legislation.
a
iinwoH
h
should be in the constitu- ten on a margin of this letter.
young man aged about 25 years, died
Sections 9, 10, 11 and 12 were mov- proposition
tion at all. It was all covered
by
at Las Vegas at the home of his broth- weddings and was largely attended.
reasame
out
for
the
ed to be stricken
statutes and the legislature
present
er, Jose A. Gallegos.
is
if
it
sons. E. S. Stover said even
was fully authorized to establish a
WANTED Position by good house
Shot Himself Accidentally
SantiaWhenever you want an
shave
legislation, as long as it is good legis- quarantine. All this, said Mr. Win-soAs Rood os barbers over easy
chambermaid.
Apply W.,!
cave,
go Gallegos, seventeen years old, son keeper and
lation, it should be retained; that he
Just call on me at my snlo..
he
statutes
was
and
the
in
of Deputy Sheriff Severo Gallegos, of this office.
At morn or eve or busy noon
did not care a snap for that sentiment thought that the power to deal with
I'll curl and dress the hair
Lincoln county, accidentally shot himgrace
which cries out against legislation in this question might he safely reservI'll suit the contour of your with
face,
THE INDIAN MEDICINE MAN
razor
self in the left thigh while trying to
My
scissors
called
and
Stern
M.
sharp
L.
keen,
to
constitution.
ed
the
the legislature.
My shop Is neat and towelsare clean
extract a shell from his Smith & Wes-- ' can produce roots and herbs for every attention to the fact that much of the
And everything I think you'll And
Mr. Wills insisted on the proposiJo suit the tast and please the ruind.
son 38 caliber revolver. The accident ailment, and cure diseases that baf- matter in the sections to be stricken
tion and Mr. Cunniff renewed his mofle our most skilled physicians, who
on leg- tion for the
article
happened near Roswell.
in
the
included
is
catalof
the
out
out,
FIRST CLASS BATH ROOM
striking
have spent years in the study of
The Bachelor and the Baoy at the
islative department already adopted ogue. Mr. Ellinwood said that It
drugs.
H.
B.
Elks' last night pleased about 300
Fergusson would give the provision a broader
From the roots and herbs of the by the convention.
people. Your last chance to see this field originated Lydia E. Pinkham's pleaded for the retention of Section 9, scope, but he would support the
the governor to ask measure for the reason that the genpicture tonight.
O. K. BARBER SHOP
Vegetable Compound, which for thir- which empowers
For Friday, and every other day for
for sworn statements in regard to the tleman from Pinal wanted it. Judge
Mr.
office.
was
it
Doe
insisted that
247 San Francisco StSanta Fe, N M
legislative
that matter, you can find nothing 0ffir.!inimiQ in rurinp- fpmnlo ills thpn administration of their
more appetizing than some of those any combination of drugs known.
Bursum pointed out the fallacy and matter and Mr. Webb moved that it
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Fancy, Staple, inporiei

Dimesiic Groceries

Cannei

&

Goods

j

OYSTERS, PISH. POULTRY, LUNCH
A LARGE
MEATS. AND SAUSAGES
VARIETY OP VEGETABLES, FRUIT t".
NEW POI' CORN

KIXK AITLES

BAKERY GOODS OF ALL KINDS.

Yimlii

F. ANDREWS

KU

Phone

j

IF YOU WANT THE

most Delicious Hot

Chocolate

OBTAINABLE IN THE CITT

j

Du-V-

tmrexalL store

e

Where Only Groote's Dutch
Chocolate is Served
THE

BEST

IS NONE TOO GOOD

FISCHER DRUG
THE

j

COMPANY

REXaLL STORE

THE

REXALL STORE

j

south-boun-

d

i

'
THE BEST KNOWN AND MOST
RELIABLE BRANDS OF FOOTWEAR
EVERY LADY WANTSAND
DRESSY

NEEDS

PARTICULARLY

SOMETHING
FOR

EVENING

WEAR.

;

Lu-ja-

We Have It

j

SHOES OF ALL KINDS
TO SUIT EVERYBODY

)

tn'

JOHN PFLEUGER
248 San Francisco St.

Shoe Specialist

Tuberculosis Conquered
WRITE for TESTIMONIALS

of PROMINENT

PEOPLE FREE BOOKLET and WHY

NATURE'S CREATION SAVES CONSUMPTIVES
L. M. HOFFMAN, General Sales Agent, Albuquerque, N. M.
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T. W. ROBERT S
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TH
'OU neei the service we
endet in the matte of
good clothes It's a service
nobody else can render yoti;
because aobody else has
HART SCHAFFNER & MARX
clothes in this town, ar.d we
think nobody else has qu'te
the same idea we have about
the proper functions of a
clothing store.

Our idea is to see that our
customers get exactly what
they ought to have; if you
come here we'll try to show
you what will be really
best for you; the color, style,
the weave, the model that
is best suited to your tpecial
case. We'll try not to think
we know more about what

Hart ScMfner

&

you want than you do. But
we do kiow something about
styles, and best fabrics; and
we can tell if a suit o overcoat looks right on you; fits
properlv; i3 becoming to youIt's just
to our interest as to yaurs to get you
We
into the right thing.
can afford to be disinterested absut the?e things; but
we cant afford to let you go
as-muc-

anywhere else for clothes
when we know we've got the
best clothes made.
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Mm Suits $20 to $50
.'3'f,iKA.'l

Copyright Hart Schaffner & Marx

Hart Schaffner & Karx Overcoats $18 to

Copyright riart Schaffner Ic Marv

NASH AN SALMON

